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This giant telescope will use radio
waves to locate objects that are bil-
lions of light years out in space. The
dish-shaped mirror will be 600 feet in
diameter—about the size of Yankee
Stadium. It will be the biggest mov-
able radio telescope ever known.
As you'd imagine, it is going to take
a lot of material to build an instru-
ment this size. The American Bridge
Division of United States Steel, as a
major subcontractor, is fabricating
and erecting 20,000 tons of structural
steel for the framework alone. The
U. S. Navy through the prime con-
tractor is supervising the entire job.
When it's completed, there'll be a
power plant, office buildings and per-
sonnel facilities for a permanent 500-
man crew. The site is near Sugar
Grove, West Virginia.
United States Steel produces many
of the materials that are essential for
construction: Structural carbon steel;
high strength steels; alloy steels; stain-
less steels; steel piling; steel drainage
products; cements; slag; reinforcing
bars; welded wire fabric; wire rope;
steel fence; electrical cable; and other
allied products.
The most important building pro-
This mark identifies modern, dependable steel.
Look for it on consumer products.
---30=21
jects in our nation depend on steel.
And steel depends on men like you. If
you would like to find out about the
many career opportunities at U. S.
Steel, send the coupon.
uss is a registered trademark
United States Steel Corporation
Personnel Division, Room 6085B
525 William Penn Place
Pittsburgh 30, Pennsylvania
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Record-breaking Atlas missile billows flame and vapor as she launches satellite into orbit.
130 tons of missile with a skin
thinner than a window pane!
The Nickel Stainless Steel skin of
the Atlas missile is actually about
one-third as thick as the glass in
your window.
And yet look what this skin does:
• It is the sole structural framework
for Atlas-130 tons of dead weight
at the moment of firing.
• It serves as the wall of the propel-
lant tanks in Atlas' weight-saving
design.
• It withstands the deep chill of
liquid oxygen ( —297°F) . . . the
high heat of supersonic speed
(400°F-600°F).
... and it is less than 1/25 of an inch
thick!
No wonder they call stainless the
space-age metal. No wonder engi-
neers turn more and more to Nickel
Stainless Steel as temperatures rise
... as speeds soar ... as demands get
more and more severe.
But space is only one of the new
worlds science is penetrating, and
not even the newest. Witness man's
35,805-foot dive into the depths of
the Marianas Trench in the Pacific.
Or his exploration of deep cold. Of
super pressures. Of ultrasonics.
Before the manipulation of such
new environments can even be con-
sidered, scientists and engineers
need to know exactly what happens
to metals under extreme conditions.
Inco Research a source of such data
Quite often, Inco Research has
already developed the information
needed and has it neatly filed and
cross indexed. Ready for use. In
several instances, when a new alloy
was needed, barrier breakers have
found it already developed and
tested by Inco Research.
Remember Inco Research when,
in the future, you encounter severe
new conditions and need useful data.
The International Nickel Company, Inc.
New York 5, N. Y.
itA, International Nickel
The International Nickel Company, Inc., is the U.S. affiliate of the International Nickel
Company of Canada, Limited. Inco-Canada — producer of Inco Nickel, Copper, Cobalt,
Iron Ore, Tellurium, Selenium, Sulfur and Platinum, Palladium and Other Precious Metals.
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"You're watching the beginning of unearthly wonders . . . on earth."
Reproduced by the courtesy of Republic Steel Corporation, Cleveland, Ohio.
PRPNITED BY MOORE-LANGEN PRINTING AND PUBLISHING Co.
140 North Sixth Street, Terre Haute, Ind.
Published monthly except June, July, August, and September by the Students of
Rose Polytechnic Institute. Subscription $2.00 per year. Address all communica-
tions to the ROSE TECHNIC, Rose Polytechnic Institute, Terre Haute, Indiana.
Entered in the Post-office at Terre Haute as second-class matter, as a monthly
during the school year, under the act of March 3, 1879. Acceptance for mailing
at special rate of postage provided for in section 1103, Act of October 3, 1917,
authorized December 13, 1918. This magazine does not necessarily agree with the
opinions expressed by its contributors.




At the General Motors Research Laboratories the 600-ton tetrahedral anvil press duplicates press
ures
which exist 200 miles beneath the earth's surface. The purpose: to study the combined effect of ultra-high
pressure and temperature on the physical and chemical properties of known materials with an eye toward
improving their properties or even creating new materials.
What happens to solids at pressures of 2,000,000 psi and 7,000 degrees F.? General Motors has
the research facilities required to answer these questions. In addition, GM offers experience
and diversification to provide the young scientist and engineer with unlimited opportunity.
Automotive research, production engineering and manufacturing, electronics and astronautics
are just a few of the many technical areas offered. You will be given every opportunity to con-
centrate on one, or if your interests are varied you may move into other divisions. You'll be in
a position to tackle big jobs at GM because this is where important things are being done. It's
the opportunity of a lifetime and it offers a lifetime of opportunity.
General Motors also has a program which provides financial aid for postgraduate and under-
graduate studies. For more complete information check with your college Placement Officer,
or write to General Motors Salaried Personnel Staff, Detroit 2, Michigan.
GENERAL MOTORS
GM positions now available in these fields for men holding Bachelor's, Master's and Doctor's degrees: Mechanical, Electrical, Industrial, Metallurgical, Chemical,
and Ceramic Engineering • Mathematics • Industrial Design • Physics • Chemistry • Engineering Mechanics • Business Administration and Related Fields






in your chosen field, for a
company that's a leader in
research—the development
of new products, new ways of
producing them, and new
areas for their use. Du Pont's
methods of training, extensive
modern equipment and work-
ing atmosphere will help you
work at the top of your ability,






ment consistent with your
qualifications, working with
men who have made their
mark, learning from men who
have achieved. Here you are
given every encouragement to
score your own success. Here
you are an individual; your
own good ideas are wanted,
you are credited with them,
and you will be rewarded for
them.
ENGINEERS
due soon to receive a Bachelor's, Master's or Doctor's degree ... talk with your
placement officer ... or with our personnel representative when he is on campus.
Or write us. E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co. (Inc.), Room 2430-11 Nemours
Building, Wilmington 98, Delaware.
Better Things for Better Living ... through Chemistry










HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATES OF 1961
You are cordially invited to visit Rose Poly-
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EDITORIAL
Studefrti - qactsii
Thursday, November 17, a dinner attended by the heads of the campus student organi-
zations and the heads of all the departments of the Institute was held at a downtown hotel.
The purpose of the dinner was to better the communication among the student body, the
faculty, and the administration. The student leaders were given the opoprtunity to ask any
questions of anyone present and to state their own opinions on a variety of subjects with-
out fear of reprisal. Your campus representatives were quite candid in bringing up such
topics as future expansion of the Institute, the maintenance of our scholastic standards, the
need of varsity football, the graduate program, hazing, traditions, fraternity drinking at
Homecoming, and the movement of the fraternity houses to the campus.
Although no changes were definitely made at the meeting, the clarification of the di-
vision of responsbility among the responsible persons at Rose as stated by Dr. Morgen was
extremely valuable. If you yourself have an objection to the manner in which something
is being done, if you question the need of an activity, or if you have a suggestion as to
how a given goal can be better achieved in any other area, go to the person or persons
responsible for that activity or area. If your question is of an academic nature, see Dean
Moench. If it has to do with development, solicitation of funds, or recruitment, see Mr. John
Bloxsome. If it has to do with the business transactions of the Institute, Mr. George Moench
is the man to see. If it concerns the course of a particular department, see the proper de-
partment head. If it concerns the government of the student body, or the allotment of funds
to the studen organizaions, see the Student Council President. And finally, if you cannot
obtain an answer from one of the above persons, as Dr. Morgen said at the meeting, his
door is always open.
As a vehicle of communication, the meeting was extremely valuable. Such meetings
will be held once at the beginning of each semester, followed up by smaller meetings of
students and faculty interested in working out their particular problems.
Ztlq
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IMPORTANT DEVELOPMENTS AT JPL
THE CRYOGENIC GYRO
A fundamentally new type of gyroscope with the possi-
bility of exceptionally low drift rates is currently under
development. The design techniques used in conventional
electro- mechanical gyros appear to have been largely
exploited. A break-through is needed, and the cryogenic
gyro may well provide it.
The cryogenic (liquid helium temperatures, in the range of
4°K) gyro consists of a superconducting sphere supported
by a magnetic field. The resulting configuration is capable
of support in this manner as a result of a unique property
of a superconductor. Exceptionally low drift rates should
be possible. This cryogenic gyro has performance potential
unlimited by the constraints of conventional electro-
mechanical gyros.
This is just one example of the intriguing solid state con-
cepts which are being pioneered at JPL for meeting the
challenge of space exploration. In addition to gyro applica-
tions, superconducting elements are providing computer
advances and frictionless bearings. The day of the all-solid-
state space probe may be nearer than one realizes.
CALIFORNIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
JET PROPULSION LABORATORY
A Research Facility operated for th• National Aeronautics and Space Administration
PASADENA, CALIFORNIA
Employment opportunities for Engineers and Scientists interested in basic and applieci research in these fields:
1NFRA-RED • OPTICS • MICROWAVE • SERVOMECHANISMS • COMPUTERS • LIQUID AND SOLID PROPULSION • STRUCTURES • CHEMISTRY
INSTRUMENTATION • MATHEMATICS • AND SOLID STATE PHYSICS • ENGINEERING MECHANICS • TRANSISTOR CIRCUITRY
Send resume, with full qualifications and experience, for our immediate consideration




As members of the student body and the alumni of Rose, you are believers in the contributions
which independent, privately supported colleges make to the economy and the welfare of the United
States. If this were not the case, you would not be a student or an alumnus of Rose. As citizens you
should be aware that the Federal Government is committed by the campaign statements of Presi-
dent Elect Kennedy and by his opponent Vice President Nixon to the support of higher education with
the use of Federal funds WHERE NECESSARY.
I believe that our diversified systems of higher education consisting of independent, church re-
lated and tax supported institutions has been an important factor in protecting the freedom of learn-
ing and has encouraged a healthy competiiton towards excellence. Therefore, any support which the
Federal Government should give to higher education should be given in such a way as to strengthen
the independent and church related colleges and universities as well as the tax supported institutions.
Further, any funds so given should be free from strings which would affect the educational policy
of any institutions receiving the funds.
Wise provisions in the tax laws have encouraged both individuals and corporate donors to con-
tribute to education on a tax deductible basis from current income. Further revisions of the tax laws
encouraging individuals to give to the support of the institution of their own choice is the safest
way for the Federal Government to support higher education without any danger of control.
Each alumnus, each student, each parent of a student, should make it his business to see that
any Federal Legistlation which is passed in support of higher education would not compromise the
freedom of any independent or church related college or university. In this way Rose can maintain
its freedom in the future.
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OBSERVATIONS Of SUCCLSS
PART II: SALES ENGINEERING
by C. E. Cromwell
Manager, Commercial and Field Sales
DeLaval Steam Turbine
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"OBSERVATIONS OF SUCCESS" is a series of eight articles written by outstanding alumni
of Rose—men who are truly giants in their fields—to describe for you the nature of their particu-
lar field of engineering, the elements of their college training which were most helpful to them,
and the traits of their personalities which were invaluable to their success. The fields of engineer-
ing to be discussed in later issues in addition to Executive Management will be Sales, Research,
Design, Production, Personnel Relations, Teaching, and Purchasing.
Because ultimate job satisfaction cannot be obtained unless the philosophy of the man pa-
rallels that of the organization for which he works, it would be well to consider the values which
these authors attach to things as evidenced in their writing in the thinking that precedes your se-
lection of a field of engineering.
This momentous series will represent the most currnt, the most broad, and the most highly
authoritative opinion available on any college campus of activities emanating from Engineering.
It was with real pleasure that I
accepted an invitation from your
editor to write an article about sales
engineering. There are various fields
of engineering which offer challenges
to the individual. For many, the
challenges offered in the practice of
theoretical engineering, research
and development, and design pro-
vide the realization of their ambi-
tions. There is no question about
the requirement for an ever increas-
ing number of engineers with ad-
vanced knowledge to develop the
needs of our continually improved
standard of living, and our involve-
ment in the nucleonics and space
age.
The place for a sales engineer in
this broad complex of technology
is vital and presents one of the
most challenging fields of engineer-
ing. In most cases, he is the main
channel of communication between
the design engineer and production
engineer on the one hand and the
customer's operating and process en-
gineers on the other. He must be
able to communicate in a technical
and confident manner the engineer-
ing concepts of his company's pro-
ducts to customers and to keep the
channel of communication open to
properly interpret the customer's re-
quirements for his company. His op-
portunities for creative engineering
are many in that his company needs
his continual search not only for new
markets for both existing and new
products, but also for suggestions for
product improvement. The broad
experince obtained in sales engineer-
ing is invaluable to an individual
as he advances in his career.
I hope my observations of what
characteristics contribute to the suc-
cess of a sales engineer will be help-
ful to those who would embark on
such a career.
The De Laval Steam Turbine
Company established in 1901 had its
headquarters and manfacturing fa-
cilities located at Trenton, N. J. Its
products are sold through District
Sales offices and representatives lo-
cated in the principal cities of the
United States and through represen-
tatives in foreign countries. De
Laval products are centrifugal
pumps, steam turbines, centrifugal
blowers and comprssors, rotary
screw pumps, worm gears, helical
and planetary gears and turbocharg-
ers. They are sold to municipalities,
electric and gas utilities, chemical
plants, oil refineries, paper mills,
steel plants, the transportation in-
dustry—both land and marine, edu-
cational, state and government insti-
tutions, and many other types of in-
dustries.
My position of Commercial and
Field Sales Manager makes me re-
sponsible for the activities of the
Commercial Sales Departments of
Centrifugal Pumps, Steam Turbines
and Centrifugal Compressors. I am
also responsible for the administra-
tion of all domestic company district
sales offices and for co-ordinating
the sales activities of district offices
and representatives for all of the
company's products. In my work I
have the additional responsibility for
the selection and training of sales
personnel, and I came to the conclu-
sion quite some time ago, and I am
probably prejudiced, that, while it
is obvious that the character and
ability of all of the people in any
company determine its success, pro-
bably in no other group is this as
immediately evident as it is in the
sales group.
In gaining acceptance of a com-
pany's products, there are competi-
tive factors of quality and perform-
ance, and price and time required
for delivery. However, in many
cases, the most important competi-
tive factor becomes the sales en-
gineer, and it is his personality, in-
genuity and ability to minimize dis-
advantages and maximize advan-
tages that results in success for him
and his company. Certainly the im-
age a customer has of a company will
have considerable influence in the
decision that is made, and except
for the important factors of adver-
tising and previous experience a
customer has had in using a com-
pany's products, the image a cus-
tomer obtains of the company's re-
liability and integrity many times
rests squarely on the shoulders of
a sales engineer. This is particular-
ly true in the missionary work of
seeking new customers.
In the case of most of our products,
many of which are engineered to
suit specific applications, it is re-
quired that our sales personnel be
engineers. Most all of the people in
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the operating, engineering and pur-
chasing departments of our custom-
ers are engineers, and it is only na-
tural that a common bond of expres-
sion generally exists when engineers
are speaking with each other.
To properly represent a company
successfully and achieve success for
himself, a sales engineer should have
certain characteristics, many of
which he develops while he is in
college. Some of these character-
istics are initiative, resourcefulness,
creativity, self-discipline, industry,
aggressiveness, and determination.
Many of the subjects that an en-
gineer studies while he is in college
develop his mind to analyze and
think clearly in solving difficult
problems. The mathematics and
physics courses are invaluable in
conditioning a student's mind and
are of great help to him in later
years whether he applies this
knowledge directly or indirectly, de-
pending on the career he follows.
In the case of our company's pro-
ducts, a good knowledge of the fun-
damentals of applied mechanics,
fluid mechanics and thermodynamics
is important in helping to under-
stand their application.
Since a sales engineer must have
as complete a knowledge as possible
of his company's products, the study
habits he develops in college have a
great deal to do with the ease and
thoroughness with which he is able
to study his company's products and
their application. Also, the char-
acteristics of alertness and enthusi-
asm are generated by a successful
student during his college career,
and in the field of sales these are
very important characteristics, for he
must be alert to a customer's needs
and enthusiastically present his so-
lution to meet these needs.
Obviously a sales engineer must
like people and be able to work with
people. This is evidenced in college
by the way a student conducts him-
self with his fellow students in lab-
oratory work and his activities out-
side the classroom. In selling, team-
work is so important not only in
working with customers but also
with headquarters and other sales
offices, since many projects involve
more than one sales territory.
In order to adequately represent
his company and service customers,
probably the most important char-
acteristic of a good sales engineer
is loyalty. This involves loyalty to
his company and a conviction that
he believes in his company and the
goals it has set. This characteristic
can be compared with the loyalty
and the co-operation that exists be-
tween members of any successful
team. It also involves loyalty to a
customer, for when making sure that
both the company and the custom-
er's interests are well served is the
climate maintained for a favorable
relationship. The words reliable
service probably best describe what
people with these characteristics
provide, and this is fundamental to
assure success of an individual and
his company.
It is important that a sales en-
gineer have a personality which in-
cludes poise as well as a convincing
and pleasing manner, all of which
are needed to sell himself. This ob-
viously is prerequisite to being able
to sell his company.
In times past, it was believed that
to be successful in the sales profes-
sion one had to think of high pres-
sure tactics, have an ability to talk
fast, and otherwise outguess his cus-
tomer. In sales engineering, these
are far from the desirable traits that
are necessary, as sincerity, logical
analysis, the desire to be of service,
and the other qualities mentioned
are what place an individual in the
category of a successful sales en-
gineer.
In looking through the Rose cata-
log to be reminded of important sub-
jects, I noticed the English subject,
Letters and Reports, and also the
Economic subject, Legal Institutions
and the Functions of Law. Some-
times in our intense interest of ob-
taining an engineering education, we
feel that these English and Economic
subjects are minor in their import-
ance. However, as you proceed into
your career, you may find that your
ability to express yourself clearly
with as few words as possible, so that
there is no misunderstanding, can be
one of the most important assets you
have. This is particularly true in
sales work. As a matter of fact, all
of those subjects which relate to
the business world are very import-
ant to Sales Engineers, as he is not
only an engineer but is a business
man as well.
If I have not mentioned all of the
various subjects in a student's cur-
riculum, it is not because they are
of lessor importance in achieving
success in your chosen career. The
advantages of an engineering educa-
tion are in all of the subjects in the
curriculum, all of which have been
designed to be helpful in any type of
career.
In summary: If a student is well
grounded in engineering fundamen-
tals, has an ability to analyze prob-
lems and think clearly, wants to
work with people, has a spirit of
teamwork and loyalty, is alert, in-
genious, creative, aggressive and de-
termined—all of these qualities
having an opportunity to be de-
veloped in college—then he has the
necessary ingredients of a success-
ful sales engineer. I am sure that
the feeling of accomplishment is no
more keenly felt in any other type
work than it is in achieving success
in selling. The contributions a suc-
cessful sales engineer makes to the
profession of engineering are very
important indeed, and they may be
measured by the degree of develop-
ment of our modern highly engin-
eered society. Certainly his efforts
are required to seek out and provide
his company the opportunities to de-
velop and manufacture products for
this society.
It is hoped that this article an-
swers some of the questions you may
have about sales engineering and
that it will prove helpful to those
of you who would like to contem-
plate a sales career.
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Free fall in relativistic space?
A complex meson field?
Built-in return power for project
Mercury?
How is it related to binding energy?
Gravity is both a bane and a boon to man's
efforts — and a thorough understanding of
it is of great significance in the completion
of Allison's energy conversion mission.
Gravity conditions our thinking on ad-
vanced assignments. For example, in
outer space there is a disorientation of
conventional design. The fact that large
accelerations can be obtained with low
thrust forces has taken us into the new field
of electrical propulsion, ion and magneto-
hydrodynamic rockets.
In our inquiries, we supplement our own
resources by calling on many talents and
capabilities: General Motors Corporation,
its Divisions, other individuals and organi-
zations. By applying this systems engineer-
ing concept to new projects, we increase
the effectiveness with which we accom-
plish our mission — exploring the needs of
advanced propulsion and weapons systems.
Division of General Motors, Indianapolis 6, Indiana
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When the young thoroughbred
colts that playfully romp over the
oiling Kentucky hills of succulent
bluegrass are trained to be the cham-
pion runners so many of them turn
out to be, they are ridden at ever
increasing paces around a training
track. The interesting twist to their
training is that although every race
in which these horses will run dur-
ing their careers will be run counter-
clockwise around the track, when
young, they are trained to run the
track both clockwise and counter-
clockwise. If in the formative months
of muscle growth they were to make
only left turns while running, the
muscle growth pattern would be un-
symmetrical with the result that the
horses would be unable to develop
a full speed since a large portion of
their muscles would not have grown.
Here at Rose, in our training to
become engineers, we are being run
in only one direction. We are being
taught physical concepts, in the
main. And the non-physical concepts
of economics, history, and language
which we are taught are not inte-
grated with the engineering func-
tion, and worse, are not shown to be
capable of being comprehended with
a utilization of the concepts of phy-
sical principles. We are not being
shown how we can apply the concept
of physical laws to everyday asso-
ciations with individuals and organ-
THE ENGIN
izations. We don't have the flexi-
bility to run in both directions—to
translate the physical into the hu-
manitarian—with the result that
when the race is on after graduation,
we will be less ably equipped to
develop the momentum which we
should latently be capable of devel-
oping.
To obtain an idea of what this
flexibility, or ability to translate
principle of engineering into other
more humanistic areas, can consist,
let us start by taking some simple
physical cases. We will observe the
processes of the engineering ap-
proach to one of these cases, define
the state of the engineer's involve-
ment with this problem, understand
the physical principles involved in
this case and others, and attempt to
translate some principles or laws,
giving them applicability, if possible,
to entirely non-physical and slightly
abstract situations.
Consider a wooden block resting
on a horizontal plank of wood. One
end of the plank is slowly raised so
that the plank makes an ever in-
creasing angle with the horizontal.
As you observe this in your role as
an engineering student, what are the
most probable thoughts that will en-
ter your mind? Probably you will
visualize the forces acting upon the
wooden block. You draw upon your
knowledge of the principle of fric-
tion force behavior to predict that
the maximum value of the friction
force will be a constant of the sur-
faces in contact times the component
of the weight normal to the plane.
You will then reason deductively
in applying the general principle
generalized by scientists that in a
static system the summation of all
forces acting on the system will be
zero. You will come to the conclu-
sion that the block will remain sta-
tionary with respect to the plank
until such time as the component of
the weight of the block down the
plane exceeds the maximum value
of the friction force. Computation of
the specific relationships involved
will give you the approximate angle
between the plank and the horizontal
at which the block will start to slide.
Let's look at the type of thought
processes used by the engineer in
analyzing this simple problem. He
started with a physical case. He then
stated his problem, which in this
case would have been to determine
the angle. Surprisingly enough, in
dealing with complex physical sys-
tems, one of the more difficult steps
in arriving at a solution is quite of-
ten that of defining the problem. A f-
ter defining his problem, he focused
his attention on the critical factors
influencing the behavior of his sys-
tem by a process of isolation known
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in this case as "taking a free-body
diagram". Having determined what
the variables were, he then proceeds
to see how they interact—in other
words, he analyzes his system, com-
bining his technical educational
background with his reasoning
ability. At this point, the engineer
may simply analyze, or, if he is crea-
tive as a good engineer should be,
he may first synthesize and then
analyze. In this example, synthesis
could have consisted of placing a
liquid on the plank. After the final
analysis has taken place, and the
results have been stated, the engineer
is in a position to reason inductively
to generalize the results of his par-
ticular physical system to others in
which the same variable interact in
the same manner.
Now that we have observed the
thought processes of an engineer as
lie performs his engineering function
on a physcial system, let us analyze
some of these process and, more spe-
cifically, the engineer's attitude to-
ward them.
In a physical system governed by
the universal laws of nature, the
various probable actions of the ele-
ments of the system can be predict-
ed within limits, assuming that the
necessary amount of knowledge can
be obtained. In our case of a sliding
block, the knowledge that the fric-
By James W. Funk, senior, m.e.
tion force was proportional to the
weight of the block normal to the
plank was necessary before the prob-
lem could be solved. Our block had
only two alternatives as the plank
end was raised. Either it was to re-
main stationary, or it was to slide
down the plane. As the engineer ob-
served the apparatus he was aware
of both of these possibilities. Notice
please, that the engineer was not
forced to ask himself such seeming-
ly absurd questions as, "If the block
doesn't like the plank will it still
slide when the universal laws of na-
ture state that it should?" or, "Did
the plank have an argument with
the wife last night and is therefore
in no mood to permit the block to
remain stationary upon it no matter
what the angle?" It is obvious that
non-living objects such as blocks and
planks have neither emotions nor
apacities for reasoning. This realiza-
tion, though obvious, is far from be-
ing ridiculous. For these are the
things with which an engineer is
trained to deal. Let's extend this
realization. The young engineering
student is trained to spend a portion
of his time synthesizing inputs for
pieces of laboratory apparatus and
predicting their output. When he
leaves his laboratory, his desk, or
lus drawing board, it is likely that
he will meet other physical objects
like himself which, because of the
particular thought process he has
been trained to use, he may subcon-
sciously regard as being pieces of
laboratory apparatus. Whether he
regards them as such or not, he will
probably attempt to use his engi-
neering thought processes in dealing
with them, because, after all, this is
the way he has been trained to
think.
Herein lies the difficuly. The en-
gineering student (it is hoped) will
quickly realize that his scientific
thought process and his attitude to-
ward engineering situations should
not be applied directly to a group of
persons or even to a single individ-
ual without substantial modification..
For one thing, the alternatives are
far more than either it will slide or
it won't. Also, the variables involved
are sometimes too myriad to enu-
merate. Later examples of other
physical systems will point out other
ereas in which modifications should
take place.
One sweeping generalization which
can be made in a discussion of this
topic is that all things which an en-
gineer designs or analyzes must be
useful economically. This aspect of
engineering is not readily apparent
when the field is surveyed from be-
hind the rose-colored school win-
(Continued on page 45)
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Chemical equilibrium, in at least
limited form, was observed by the
ancients as they used plant pigments
in mordant dying, made perfumes
and obtained salt from the shores
of the Dead Sea. The Alchemist
of two to three centuries ago recog-
nized equilibrium in the behavior
of gases and in the phenomenon of
osmosis. Students of chemistry
during the last six or seven decades
have been concerned with the Le
Chatelier Principle, the Nernst
Equation governing electrochemical
reactions and the Laws of Thermc-
dynamis, all of which pertain to
various aspects of chemical equili-
brium.
In 1850, Ludwig Wilhelmy worked
out a mathematical expression for
the velocity of inversion of sugars
by acid and in 1862, M. P. E. Berthe-
lot published a paper concerned
with the velocity of esterification.
He found that when an acid and an
alcohol are brought into contact,
the reaction between them never
reaches completion but stops at a
definite equilibrium point. From
these early experiments to the pres-
ent time, thousands of equilibria
have been observed and their posi-
tions experimentally measured by
the chemist.
With the knowledge of Michael
Faraday's early experiments in elec-
tricity at hand, Svante Arrhenius, in
1887, promulgatetd his now fa-
mous theory of electrolytic dissocia-
tion. This is the basis of our pres-
ent theory of ionic equilibria which
is quite familiar to even the better
DETERMINING
EQUILIBRIA
informed of our high school stu-
dents.
The behavior of weak acids or
bases is illustrated by two hypo-
thetical examples:
H A .---- H +
t2) B(oti) --. B4++ 20H -
The well prepared student is able
to explain that these reactions do
not proceed to completion, but rather
attain an equilibrium position (more
or less proportional to the length of
the arrows) which may be described
by an equilibrium constant, or more
specifically in this case by an ion-
ization constant:
(3) Ka = Chri [A-JAHAl*
(4, = 1.6 +110 ai
[13 ( 0 H )t-1
*The brackets signify that con-
centrations of the various species
present are expressed in morality
or gram-moles per liter of solution.
Similar expressions are used to
describe the solubility of slightly
soluble substances, the decomposi-
tion of many gaseous molecules
(where pressure is usually a more
convenient concentration designa-
tion) and the formation or dissocia-
tion of complex ions. This paper
will be largely concerned with the
latter type of equilibrium.
Such important processes as puri-
fication by recrystallization, use of
colored acid-base indicators, reli-
able water hardness determination
and even jelly making are all gov-
erned by the principle of chemical
equilibrium.
The work of Alfred Werner near
the turn of the century lead to a
Nobel prize for his development of
an entirely original conception con-
cerning the composition of the
metal-ammonia complexes. As the
father of coordination compounds,
Werner opened the doors of both
theory and practice for the chem-
ists of the twentieth century. While
Werner was largely concerned with
complexes of chromium, the pres-
ent day freshman is usually much
more familiar with similar coordina-
tion compounds of copper, and in
many instances will attest to the
fact that a pale blue copper sulfate
solution becomes deep blue in color
upon addition of ammonium hy-
droxide to it. The chemistry of the
copper-ammonia complex system is
summarized by the equation:
++(s) Cu." + 4N H3 = CV (N H3)4
(PALE (DEEP
gLuir) Bt_vE)
The extent to which this reaction
occurs is described by the formation
constant:
[Cu ( N Via): +.1(6) =
ic.u*'4-31t4 t-431
7. 3.89 x toll
Since the formation constant is
quite large (almost four trillion) it
is evident that this is quite a stable
coordination componnd. The great-
er the concentration of ligand or
chelating agent (ammonia, NH3, in
this example) the greater will be
the concentration of the complex
ion and hence the darker the deep
blue color of the solution.
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The actual experimental meas-
urements of many of the consecutive





Actually, this and many other
complex ions are formed in a step-
wise process and it is possible to
mathematically evaluate a constant
for each separate step:
The valves of k , k:i and k4
are respectively, 1.35 x 104, 3.01 x
103, 7.42 x 102, and 1.29 x 102, and
their product equals the previously
described k , 3.89 x 1012.
T) Cu+++ NH3 Cu (14 H311
e<,=1C,J(N +-V[Cv÷ijii4
Cu (N11-11)++  = Cu(Ni RI+
3
K2= [Cu(NK )+1/
By Frank Gutherie, Professor, Chemistry Department
ported in the chemical literature.
EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
Guido Bodlander, in 1902, carried
out some of the earliest quantitative
measurements of stability of co-
ordination compounds using solubil-
ity data, a method which notes
changes in solubility induced by
complex formation. A second, and
more modern, variation of the solu-
bility method is based on the differ-
ence in solubility of the simple and
complexed species in separate layers
of immiscible liquids and is popu-
larly called liquid-liquid extrac-
tion. A technique dating back more
than a century, but only recently
sky-rocketing in popularity, involves
VU(14 HANN] the use of ion-exchange resins in a
C (N H r44. C u manner very similar in principle3 7_ 3 —3 3 to the other two solubility meth-
-41Cu(t.b4 )+3t.Vic gn[t43 A ods.
A
methods have been used over the
years. Included are E.M.F. meas-
urements from which non-com-
plexed metal ion concentrations
may be determined. For weak acids
or bases to serve as chelating agents
they must normally shed their H+
number of electrochemical
GAL.VAA/OM reR





or OH- and the concentration of
these ions is measured with a pH
meter. A third electrochemical
method is polarography ,the basis
of current studies at Rose, by the
ziuthor, and to be discussed in more
detail later in this paper. Elec-
trical conductivity of electrolytic
solutions has also proven useful in
some equilibrium studies.
The most common optical method
is based upon the spectrophotometer
and may employ ultraviolet or in-
frared radiation as well as the vis-
ible region of the spectrum. In
these methods, usually changes in
color or changes in the intensity
of the color will be related to the
concentration of cation or ligand
involved in the complex.
The polarographic method was in-
vented by Jaroslav Heyrovsky in
1922, and by the fall of 1959, when
he was awarded the Nobel prize in
chemistry for this work, in excess
of 7,000 scientific papers had been
published on different aspects of
polarography.
The polarographic method is
based upon an electrolysis (usually
reduction) at a dropping mercury
electrode. The essential compon-
ents of the electrical system are
shown in Figure 1. The method
involves measurement of current
flowing at many different applied
potentials. Since the dropping mer-
cury electrode grows in size, and
is renewed every few seconds, as its
name suggests, the polarogram has
a saw-tooth appearance illustrated
in Figure 2. It is obvious that little
(Continued on page 34)




By Jay Hirt, senior math.
Right: The Crater Copernicus.
The earth is accompanied in its
revolution around the sun by its
single satellite, the moon, which is
2160 miles in diameter, or a little
more than one fourth the earth's
diameter. Although it ranks only
sixth in size among the satellites of
the solar system, the moon is larger
and more massive in comparison
with the earth than is any other
satellite with respect to its primary.
The earth-moon system has more
nearly the characteristic of a double
planet.
Possibly the first heavenly body
that was of interest to the early
astronomers was our nearest neigh-
bor, the moon. Many things have
been told about this neighboring
spheroid that are myth alone, but
there have been many factual things
discovered about it, too.
The thing that comes to mind first
is just what is the surface of the
moon like? Of course, it is not "green
cheese," but in reality it is com-
posed of rocky surfaces such as are
not known in size and grandeur on
the earth. Most of the peaks on the
moon are higher and the valleys
deeper than those on earth. This
little neighbor that circles our earth
once a month is barren and waste.
It has no evidence of water; no at-
mosphere; and no vegetation. It
makes Death Valley seem like a
lush wonderland in comparison.
Above, in Figure 1, is a photo-
graph of some of the Lunar Land-
scape. Notice that, by the shadows,
we can tell that the peaks and sides
of these craters are very high since
the photograph covers quite a con-
siderable area. This particular photo-
graph shows the crater of Coperni-
cus, and is a Lick Observatory Pho-
tograph. The shadows in the left of
the photograph give us the best de-
finition since they are in the term-
inato (sunset line) and show more
detail.
It should be noticed that most of
the surface of the moon is studded
with mountains, craters, and seas.
Before talking about these features,
let us first give some proof of a
statement that was made previously
— an atmosphere does not exist on
the moon.
The ability of a heavenly body to
retain an atmosphere depends solely
on the velocity of escape from its
surface. This velocity is the initial
speed that an object must have in
order to overcome the force of grav-
ity of the body. Our own earth has a
velocity of escape of about 7 miles
per second, while that of the moon
is only about 1.5 miles per second.
Thus, the velocity of escape on the
moon is not enough to hold the
molecules to it. The molecules of gas
that compose an atmosphere have a
velocity that exceeds the escape
velocity, and the moon has not the
power to hold them.
This also holds true for the mol-
ecules of water vapor; thus our near-
est neighbor has no water present
on its surface. Without this medium
being present, there is no reason to
believe that there is vegetation on
the planet.
Thus we have the idea that the
moon is a desolate sphere that is
covered with hill and dale and sea
—all of which are rock. But just
how was this friend of ours formed,
and what caused the craters that are
so profuse on its surface?
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At the present time, we have to
admit that the origin of the earth
remains somewhat of a mystery.
Some say that it was formed from the
sun, or from a second star associ-
ated with the sun. Others say that
it was formed from a cloud of rare-
fied gas that surrounded the sun.
Yet, we still do not know exactly
how the earth was formed. Our
knowledge of the moon takes on a
similar light. There is no doubt that
the moon was once very hot, be-
cause, like the earth and other large
solid bodies in the solar system, it is
more or less spherical; and unless it
had once been molten, it could not
possibly have taken on this form.
However, the moon has since lost
most of its internal heat. The earth
has solidified to a great extent, but
the moon has cooled down even
more, simply because it is smaller.
In 1796, the French mathematician
Laplace decided upon what was to
become known as the Nebular Hypo-
thesis. This stated that at one time
the sun was surrounded by a vast
cloud of tenuous gas, which con-
tracted and split up into rings. Each
ring finally condensed into a gaseous
planet. The earth then contracted
towards its own center of gravity
and threw off a ring of its own,
which condensed into the moon.
This theory, however, could not
stand the test of time. Mathematics
has shown that such a gas cloud
would not form definite rings, and in
any case such material in these rings
would never condense into a definite
mass.
In the 19th Century, G. H. Darwin
came forth with his earth-moon
theory. Starting with the earth and
moon as being one, he said that the
moon was thrown off as a compact
fluid mass. This happened when the
resonance of the sun tides and the
vibrations of the earth's period
reached an unstable equilibrium and
the planet became pear shaped, then
dumbbell shaped, and finally the
moon, one of the dumbbells, broke
off.
If we take a glance at the eastern
coastline of the Americas and the
western coastline of Europe and
Africa, we see that with a little al-
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lowance made for washing by the
sea, the two coastlines fit remark-
ably well together. Could, then, the
Atlantic Ocean be the birthplace of
the moon?
When one looks at the moon, the
thing that seems to be of most inter-
est is the crater effect. There have
been many theories as to how these
craters were formed. We shall list
and discuss three of them here.
The first is the Volcanic Origin
Theory. Since the surface is so ob-
viously volcanic, it has been at-
tempted to regard the craters as no-
thing more than extinct volcanoes.
The English astronomers Nasmyth
and Carpenter brought forth the
theory that the central volcano
erupted and showered material out-
ward that built up the sides of the
craters. As the volcano was dying
out, it had only enough energy to
lift material out of the vent, thus
the central peaks were built up ( see
Figure 1) . Craters without central
peaks were explained by saying that
the volcanic explosions ceased rapid-
ly.
It is, however, hard to believe that
a circular wall almost a hundred
miles in diameter could be formed in
such a haphazard fashion, and in
any case, the inner slopes are far
too gentle for such a formation. Al-
so, the central peaks are always
much more shallow than the edges,
which does not hold up under the
theory. The theory explained the
rays (discussed later) as being lava
that oozed out of cracks, but it has
since been found that the rays are
surface deposits.
Next in line is the Impact Origin
Theory forwarded by Gruithuisen in
1824. It attributes the craters to be-
ing formed by meteoric bombard-
ment. It was true that a meteor
would cause such a crater, even if
it hit at an angle, since it would ex-
plode like an artillery shell upon im-
pact. The central peaks were writ-
ten off as the rebounding of surface
after the impact.
The fatal objection to this theory
comes in the fact that the craters
are not random in distribution.
When one crater breaks into an-
other, it is always the larger that is
damaged; and although it is true
that the larger meteors would in
general have fallen first, there
would be at least a few exceptions,
but actually there are none.
The final theory to get attention
was the Tidal Origin Theory of Bon-
eff. He states that when the moon's
crust had just solidified and the
moon was much closer to the earth
than it is now, the hot interior was
much more affected by the earth's
tidal pull and so with each revolu-
tion the molten lava surged up-
wards, breaking through weak points
in the crust, and the craters were
formed by the pump action. As the
moon receded and its spin slowed
down, the effects lessened and only
small craters could be formed, and
finally the crust became too solid
and the action ceased altogether.
This theory may be torn apart in
many ways. First, the central moun-
tains cannot possibly be accounted
for; next, the hilltop and wall craters
are unaccounted for; and finally, the
lunar landscape is far too hard and
sharp to have been formed by this
means. Thus this theory is dis-
regarded.
It seems that parts of all of these
theories are feasible and it also
seems likely that these and other
things took place on the moon. While
some of the craters are volcanic, it
is not at all impossible that some
others could be of meteoric origin.
The moon rotates on its axis in the
same period in which it revolves
around the earth, namely, the side-
real month of 271/3 days. In conse-
quence of the equality of the two
periods the moon presents about the




Now that the summer of 1960 has
come and gone, it is that time of
year—autumn at Rose. Autumn
time means study time and it also
means Homecoming. Steve Ban is
really building up steam on the
Theta Kappa display. We all give
Steve our grateful thanks for a
"real movin' " display. The Broth-
ers hope that this year's is a trophy
winner.
Members Checkley, Dekker Mich-
ael, Ireland, Pike, Andel, Hrezo,
Terry, Blahut and Randolph are rep-
esenting Lambda Chi on the varsity
football team this season. The Fly
Boys, coached by "Able Joe" Andel,
won their first and third I-F foot-
ball matches. Sigma Nu was the
trouble maker who downed Joe's
boys. We can only hope that we end
the season as well.
Jerry Hahn, Andy Hrezo, Don
Dekker, and Bob Checkley attended
the fraternity's General Assembly,
August 21-24. Delegates from every
chapter met in Cincinnati to discuss
and make amendments. DLD's eyes
lit up when he mentioned the ban-
quet and dance the last two days of
the convention. Bob, Andy, and
Jerry also seemed to have enjoyed
themselves.
Lambda Chi Alpha is proud to
announce the pledging of Al Story,
a junior from Danville. Al and
sophomore Dan Little, a pledge of
last semester, make up our fall
pledge class.
Last summer was an overly active
one for the lovers of 912 South Sixth.
Bill Young married Miss Daryl Pifer
of Danville last August 27, while Ron
Klinect was becoming engaged to
Miss Lorey Tieber from Cleveland.
Brother Warren Griffith pinned
Miss Deborah Smith, Bill Fenoglio
lost his badge to Miss Becky Wil-
liams, Ed Blahut gave up to Miss
Bonnie Vanata, and George Newman
pinned Miss Patsy Pershing of At-
lanta, Georgia—quite a drive for a
Saturday night date! It has been
rumored that Steve Ban has ro-
mantic entanglements in some city
north-west of Chicago. We'll have
to wait for more definite confirma-




Plans were laid at the Division
Conference at DePauw for State
Day. It will be at the Westchester
Country Club in Indianapolis oil
March 11. There will be no basket-
ball game, but instead there will be
a banquet at 7: 00, preceding the
dance. The price of the banquet
will be $5.00 to $6.00. Regent
George Evans has been invited to
speak at the banquet, so besides en-
joying a wonderful dinner in the
company of our Brothers in Sigma
Nu, we should hear a very great
Sigma Nu. We would like to invite
all alumni who can possibly come
to do so. This would be a good
time to get together, besides the
one time a year at Homecoming.
The dance will be from 9: 00 to 12: 00.
Brent Lower is on the committee in
charge of the dance and banquet.
Brother Dick Fletcher, Executive
Secretary, will be at Rose November
15 for a luncheon with all the broth-
ers. Brother Fletcher will also
speak and show slides on "The His-
tory of Sigma Nu." This event is
being looked to with anticipation,
for Brother Fletcher is very dynamic
and inspiring in his role as the ex-
ecutive arm of the fraternity.
In the way of pinnings and en-
gagements, we have had our share.
Jim Kvasnica pinned Miss Sherrin
Staley, a junior at Indiana State,
Bill Yochum is now engaged to
Miss Sue Jones, also from Indiana
State, and Gilbert Robinson pinned
Miss Sally Adams, a freshman from
Indiana State.
The consensus is that the brothers
enjoyed visiting with all the alumni
who came back at Homecoming. We
heard plenty of stories about "the
good old days" and had a few hands
of cards. We also would like to show
our appreciation for the donations
left.
After seeing the bonfire I think
congratulations to the freshman
class are in order, for that was about
the hottest bonfire I've seen; how-
ever, I think that the freshmen
should thank the faculty and the
alumni, who had a great deal to do
with the success of the bonfire.
Bob Carter
Theta Xi
Six more Theta Xi's, momentarily
blinded by passion, have joined the
beleaguered ranks of the pinned.
The following presentations have
been made: John Henke to Miss
Dorothy Helming; Ron Andis to
Miss Linda Sweeney; Dave Reese to
Miss Nancy Elliot; Ralph Wardle to
Miss Joanne Nero; Jim McClure to
Miss Martha Singleton; and Dan
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Pool to Miss Juledine Scherer.
On Saturday, November 12, Kap-
pa Chapter will host Theta Chapter
of Purdue University in an inter-
fraternity touch football game. The
Theta's, who have never played IF
football, will be at a decided disad-
vantage. A trophy will be awarded
to the winner—loser buys the casts.
As a three-year veteran of writing
fraternity notes, I am patricularly
aware of the stereotyped form which
has previously bound this column.
Last month's TX notes, which de-
v iated somewhat from the standard,
aroused a certain amount of com-
ment. (Mostly derogatory.) It has
since occurred to me that I am in
the advantageous position (at least
'til the prexy cuts me down) of be-
ing able to attack, in a quasi-editor-
ial manner, institutions that are
above censure.
In this vein, I would like to offer
a few comments about that hallowed
objet d'art, the Rose Polytechnic In-
stitute Seal. I would admire to see
it changed. As a start I believe it
would be prudent to abolish the arm
and hammer, since the symbolism
invariably reminds one of baking
soda, baking soda reminds one of
upset stomachs, and upset stomachs
remind one of the morning after
Homecoming. I suggest that the
symbol be replaced with a more con-
temporary item, such as a computer.
I further suggest that the motto,
"Labor et Scientia", be inscribed in
Greek, not Latin, since Greek is the
language in which most of our text-
books seem to be written. I also
advise that the three gears be re-
Alaks
placed with portraits of Shadrach,
Meshach, and Abednego, in obser-
v ance of the fact that most of us,
upon matriculating to R.P.I., have
found ourselves, in a scholastic view-
point, out of the frying pan and into
ihe fire.
As for the rest of the seal, it is
nifficient. I can see no way to im-
prove upon it (principally because I
am nearing the minimum word re-
quirement) .
The foregoing commentary was
hot motivated by malice, but was
inerely written to please the editors,
who insisted that TX have some-
thing in the November issue of
Technic. I invite you all to write
the Technic, vehemently criticizing




At the Honor's Convocation held
October 6 several Taus received
honors. Brothers Joe Snyder and
Dale Oexmann were tapped for
Tau Beta Pi. Congratulations men
and keep up the good work. The
new Blue Key pledges included
Brothers Dean Powell, Jim Godwin,
T. C. Copeland, Joe Snyder, and
Dale Oexmann. Also Brother Jon
Stiles received Junior Class Hon-
ors; Brothers John Walden, Joe
Snyder and Dale Oxemann received
Sophomore Class Honors, and
Brother Larry Schaffer received
Class Honors during his Freshman
year. Other Taus active in school
organizations this year include
Brother Andy Breece who was elec-
ted President of the Camera Club.
Joe Snyder was elected Vice-Presi-
dent of the Student Council and Al
Jannasch is the Secretary-Treasurer
for the Class of '62.
Socially, the Taus at Gamma
Gamma held a very successful hay-
ride Saturday night, September 24,
and the AOPi's were persuaded to
lend their valuable assistance to the
building of the homecoming display
the week before homecoming.
"Cutter" Washburn has been
elected new Pledge Trainer to re-
place Brother Bob Stark who is
now attending Indiana University.
We are happy to announce that
Brent Robertson was pledged to
Alpha Tau Omega Tuesday night,
September 27. Brent is a Junior
CE and hails from Cory, Indiana.
The "Terrible Tau" football squad
got off to a good start with a 6 to 0
victory over Sigma Nu as we lost
the services of Center Dave Trueb
for the rest of the season when he
left the game with a broken wrist.
The following week Theta Xi evened
up our record, ATO losing in a hard
fought battle by the some of 12 to 9.
The injury riddled Tau squad lost
their next game, 20 to 6, to Lambda
Chi Alpha as Brother Bill Volkers
left the game with a broken arm.
During the month of October
Brother John Modesitt presented his
Badge of Honor to Miss Diana Gard-
ner. Brother Dean Powell took the
big step as he married Miss Janet
Schell Friday night, October 14.
Congratulations to both Dean and
Jon.
Scott Herrin
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Innovation from Detroit
l'ontiac Tempest
The Pontiac's Tempest is the first
American car to achieve the front
engine-rear transmission arrange-
ment so important to a perfectly
balanced automobile. It is the first
car in the world to employ an auto-
matic transmission using this ar-
rangement. The Tempest has in-
herited quality performance by
adopting the regular Pontiac V-8
power plant (minus the left hand
bank) , resulting in four-cylinder re-
liability. Following Pontiac tradi-
tion, Tempest design features
track wheels, independent






acteristics, brand the Tempest as a
totally new design concept.
Standard power for the Tempest
will be the 195 cubic inch, four-cy-
linder, regular fuel engine promis-
ing economical operation and top
flight performance. This is the first
four-cylinder engine to appear on a
General Motors car since 1928. Pon-
tiac produces the four-cylinders on
special molds which enables the
foundry to cast the right bank of the
big Pontiac 389 cubic inch V-8 with-
out the left bank. The engine is ma-
chined on the same production line
used for the V-8, using the identical
tools to drill the four-cylinder en-
By Don Barnett, Senior, m.e.
Engine
gine as are used to drill the right
bank of the V-8. The fours and
V-8's alternate on the production
line and are handled automatically
in any sequence. The four-cylinder
engine displacing 195 cubic inches,
uses the same cylinder heads,
valves, pistons, connecting rods and
exhaust manifold as the V-8. Only
the crank and camshafts, intake
manifold, water pump, fan and car-
buretor are different.
As can be seen from the chart, a
premium fuel engine with a four-
Transmission Relationship
barrel carburetor will be offered in
addition to the regular fuel, one-
barrel carburetor engine. Compres-
sion ratios are 10.25 to 1 for pre-
mium fuel and 8.6 to 1 for regular
fuel engines. During its develop-
ment the Tempest engine tallied ap-
proximately one and one-quarter
million miles on highway and dyna-
mometer tests.
Design of the Tempest engine af-
fords the best possible use of engine
compartment space and provides
easy serviceability. The exhaust
TEMPEST ENGINE & TRANSMISSION COMBINATIONS
AVAILABLE
Valve In-Head, 194.5 Cubic Inch
4 cyl. In-Line Engine, 4-1 6" Bore, 3-3/4" Stroke
Trans-




BHP Torque Advertised Max.
Standard Synchromesh 8.6: 1 1 Bbl. 110 @ 3800 190 @ 2000
Optional Automatic 8.6: 1 1 Bbl. 130 @ 4400 195 @ 2200
Optional Synchromesh 10.25: 1 1 Bbl. 120 @ 3800 202 @ 2000
Optional Automatic 10.25: 1 1 Bbl. 140 @ 4400 207 @ 2200
Optional Synchromesh
or Automatic
10.25: 1 4 Bbl. 155 @ 4800 215 @ 2800
215 Cubic Inch V-8 Regular Fuel Engine
Bore 3.50", Stroke 2.80"
Optional Synchromesh
or Automatic
8.8: 1 2 Bbl. 155 @ 4600 220 @ 2400
Axle Ratios Available: Standard, 3.55: 1; Economy, 3.31: 1; Performance
3.73: 1




P ROPE L L ER SHAFT
BOLT
Driveshaft noadal support
pipe and manifold are on the right
side of the engine, while the intake
manifold, carburetor, fuel pump,
12-volt generator and starting motor
are on the left side in the space
normally used by the left bank. The
cast iron cylinder block has three
intermediate bearing bulkheads and
five main bearings of three-inch
diameter for the crankshaft.
Unusual smoothness found in the
new L-4 engine is achieved by bal-
ancing the pearlitic malleable iron
crankshaft in assembly to .50-inch
ounce with the crank rotating, and
by the use of a harmonic balancer
and four integrally cast counter-
weights that minimize crankshaft
deflection.
The optional aluminum V-8 is of
215 cubic inch capacity and has an
8.8 to one compression ratio. It uses
regular fuel through a dual-throat
carburetor, and is reportedly in the
150-165 horsepower bracket. A late-
comer on the V-8 scene, Pontiac will
have to use the straight Buick
version and won't be able to fit
them in large quantities.
One of the most spectacular items
in design is the drive shaft, a long,
one-piece torsion bar bolted to the
flywheel at the front and the trans-
mission input shaft at the other. The
shaft is a 5 /8-inch diameter nickel-
chrome-moly rod, shot-peened to re-
duce surface stress and coated to
prevent corrosion. The engineering
department wanted to keep the de-
tails of their new drive shaft quiet
during its development. Sample
parts were ordered in pairs and re-
ferred to as torsion bars, which gave
rise to reports that Pontiac had
torsion bar suspension under its
compact.
The shaft is stressed so that it
(Continued on page 38)
Transaxle, independent suspension diagram
_
Cross Section of Tempest Power Plant
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.2ikay Alates
By Carson Bennett and Winifred Kitaoka
A great symphony is a man-
made Mississippi down which
we irrisistibly flow from the
instant of our leave-taking to a
long foreseen destination.
Aaron Copland
The Indianapolis Symphony Or-
chestra will present a concert at
Rose on December 7, 1960, as one
of the Fall Convocation Series. It
is with this in mind that we of the
library were prompted to look
through our collection for some-
thing in the way of music and to
announce recent additions to our
record collection.
How often have we heard the re-
mark, "I just love music, but I
don't know anything about it."
A real acquaintance with music
results in a true appreciation in
which there is both an emotional
response and an intellectual re-
sponse. Yes, there is a higher level
of reaction to music than tapping
rhythm or humming a pretty tune.
What is music appreciation? A
person who has rarely heard music
is hardly qualified to judge whether
or not he likes it; he is definitely
unqualified to think he understands
it. Appreciation can result only
after an extensive association. This
contact must be one in which at-
tention is directed consciously to-
ward getting acquainted during the
periods of association.
The appreciation of music includes
both understanding and enjoying
the association with music. Each
experience with music or related
activities makes its contribution
toward appreciation whether it be
positive or a negative contribution.
Listening to the music composed
and brought into being by others is
the means by which most people
gain an insight into the realm of
music. Fortunately, recordings make
it possible to hear particular com-
positions when they are wanted.
Recorded music is an indispensable
aid to growth in appreciation.
The art of music has come a long
way from its primitive stage; but
it has retained its connection with
the springs of human feeling, with
accents of joy and sorrow, tension
and release. In this sense we may
speak of music as a universal langu-
age. Its vocabulary has been shaped
by thousands of years of human ex-
perience.
We suggest these titles as a be-
ginning to music appreciation:
Recently added to the collection
is Lenaord Bernstein's THE JOY
OF MUSIC, in which is contained
seven of his Omnibus scripts. This
has been prepared so that even the
layman who cannot read a note of
music will learn "the joy of music."
Paul Bekker in THE STORY OF
THE ORCHESTRA gives us a his-
tory of how our modern orchestra
came about. The orchestra has only
been a medium of the exposition of
harmonic forces and all forms of
orchestral music can be explained
as growing up from a common root:
harmony. Yet, these forms are in-
cessantly changing. Mr. Bekker dis-
cusses these changes in terms of the
periods in music.
If you don't understand the opera,
we have the BOOK OF OPERAS
by Kehbiel, in which seventeen of
the better known operas are dis-
cussed.
Frederick Crowest in his book
THE STORY OF THE ART OF
MUSIC tells us how the art of
music has grown around us. He
shows the step by step growth of
the art in various countries con-
cerned with music's foundation.
Want to be a well tempered listen-
er? Well, we have Deems Taylor's,
THE WELL TEMPERED LIS-
TENER.




HiFi / Stereo Review.
High Fidelity—the magazine for
music listeners.
Saturday Review—devotes a sec-
tion to new records.
NEW RECORD SHELF
From THE BEST OF CARUSO,
a Victor record which brings the
great singing of Caruso at his best.
A few of the selections that can be
heard follows:
Celeste Aide from Aida
Che Gelida Manina from La Bo-
heme
Recondita Armonia from Tosca
(Cantinued on page 40)
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A Campus-to-Career Case History
Field assignments, plus theoretical lab work (above), keep Larry Carmody's engineering career stimulating.
If your future is engineering, put
yourself in Larry Carmody's shoes
Lawrence M. Carmody formed some firm con-
victions about his future engineering career
while a senior at Illinois Institute of Technology.
"I wanted to do significant work," he says,
"and have a variety of assignments that would
broaden me and keep my job interesting. I
wanted to make good use of my schooling and
express my own ideas. And, like anyone with
ambition, I wanted all the responsibility I could
handle and some genuine opportunities to keep
moving ahead."
Larry got his B.S.E.E. degree in June, 1955,
and went with Illinois Bell Telephone Company
in Chicago. He first worked in the Radio and
Special Services Group of the Transmission En-
gineering Division. There, in addition to re-
ceiving more advanced training, he:
• designed mobile radio systems
• did path studies of radio circuit routes
• worked on a special air-to-ground communi-
cations project for an airline
• did field work for a new, transistorized walkie-
talkie system developed by Bell Laboratories.
Today, Larry is planning and designing state-
wide long-distance facilities involving micro-
wave, carrier, and cable systems—projecting
circuit needs as far ahead as 20 years. His
recommendations often represent hundreds of
thousands of dollars in equipment and facilities.
"Telephone company engineering is 'tops' in
my book," says Larry.
Like to be in Larry's shoes? Many young college men are pursuing
careers just as rewarding with the Bell Telephone Companies.
Why not find out about opportunities for you? Have a talk
with the Bell interviewer when he visits your campus—and read
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What would YOU do
as an eing•ineer a
Development testing of liquid hydrogen-fueled rockets is car-
ried out in specially built test stands like this at Pratt &
Whitney Aircraft's Florida Research and Development Center.
Every phase of an experimental engine test may be controlled
by engineers from a remote blockhouse (inset), with closed-
circuit television providing a means for visual observation.
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ratt & Whitney Aircraft?
Regardless of your specialty, you would work in a
favorable engineering atmosphere.
Back in 1925, when Pratt & Whitney Aircraft was
designing and developing the first of its family of
history-making powerplants, an attitude was born—a
recognition that engineering excellence was the key
to success.
That attitude, that recognition of the prime impor-
tance of technical superiority is still predominant at
P&WA today.
The field, of course, is broader now, the challenge
greater. No longer are the company's requirements
confined to graduates with degrees in mechanical
and aeronautical engineering. Pratt & Whitney Air-
craft today is concerned with the development of
all forms of flight propulsion systems for the aero-
space medium—air breathing, rocket, nuclear and
other advanced types. Some are entirely new in
concept. To carry out analytical, design, experimental
or materials engineering assignments, men with
degrees in mechanical, aeronautical, electrical, chem-
ical and nuclear engineering are needed, along
with those holding degrees in physics, chemistry
and metallurgy.
Specifically, what would you do?—your own engi-
neering talent provides the best answer. And Pratt
& Whitney Aircraft provides the atmosphere in which
that talent can flourish.
For further information regarding an engineering
career at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, consult your col-
lege placement officer or write to Mr. R. P. Azinger,
Engineering Department, Pratt & Whitney Aircraft,
East Hartford 8, Connecticut.
At P&WA's Connecticut Aircraft Nuclear Engine Lab-
oratory (CANEL) many technical talents are focused
on the development of nuclear propulsion systems for
future air and space vehicles. With this live mock-up
of a reactor, nuclear scientists and engineers can
determine critical mass, material reactivity coefficients,
control effectiveness and other reactor parameters.
1
Representative of electronic aids functioning for P&WA
engineers is this on-site data recording center which
can provide automatically recorded and computed
data simultaneously with the testing of an engine. This
equipment is capable of recording 1,200 different
values per second.
Studies of solar energy collection and liquid and vapor
power cycles typify P&WA's research in advanced
space auxiliary power systems. Analytical and Experi-
mental Engineers work together in such programs to
establish and test basic concepts.
PRATT 8z, WHITNEY AIRCR,AFT
Division of United Aircraft Corporation
CONNECTICUT OPERATIONS — East Hartford
FLORIDA RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT CENTER — Palm Beach County, Florida




The Miss gracing the pages of this month's TECH-
NIC is Donna Schumpert, a 20-year old AOPi at
Indiana State. Donna is a 5'6", 120 pound addition
to the attractions of the I.S.T.C. campus. She is a
junior, from our own city of Terre Haute, majoring
in elementary education and was recently a candi-
date for State's Homecoming Queen. In her spare
time, she enjoys such things as dancing, jazz, and
other interests.
Aside from being able to tell you that she has
brown hair and greenish-blue eyes,—well, you'll
have to figure the rest out on your slide rule. (Or
ask her yourself.)
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This month's Miss Technic, Donna Schumpert, graciously demonstrates




A high energy electric arc heater
with the potential capability to sup-
ply a stream of gas at 20,000 degrees
F. has been devised by the West-
Anghouse Electric Corporation. With
the ability to operate for sustained
r eriods of time, the heater has an
extremely low level of contamina-
tion. Immediate application in wind
tunnels as a synthesizer of extreme
conditions met by missiles and other
space craft has provided an extreme-
ly useful tool to the air craft indus-
try. Also this machine shows prom-
ise as a chemical synthesizer and as
a furnace for processing metals with
ultra-high melting points.
Success in the latter two applica-
tions depends upon the very low
contamination level credited to the
machine. Comparable machines pro-
duce contamination levels of as much
as 10% while this new heater has
guaranteed a maximum contamina-
tion 0.2%.
A key to the performance of the
new machine lies in the design of
the two electrodes which are term-
inals for the arc. Each of these elect-
rodes consists of a hollow donut-
shaped ring placed horizontally, one
directly above the other, with water
being pumped through these rings








ed by drawing it across the gap
between the two rings; and then by
means of a magnetic field from di-
rect current coils, the arc is rotated
around the gap at a high rate of
speed. This rotation combined with
water-cooling prevents the elect-
rodes from heating past the point
beyond the structural endurance of
the electrode material.
Repeated tests of this unit have
left the electrodes undamaged indi-
cating a lack of contamination from
this source. Air, nitrogen, or some
cther such working fluid enters the



















WESTINGHOUSE ARC HEATER SCHEMATIC CUTAWAY
cooling. An electric arc is start- water-cooled heat shield. The water-
cooled heat shield, which can with-
stand arc temperatures well above
10,000 degrees F. without eroding,
protects the walls of the arc cham-
ber. After leaving the arc, the fluid
then passes through a water-cooled
nozzle.
This arc heater is now available
tc the aircraft industry while ad-
vancement in arc-heater technology
should make equipment available to
metal, chemical, and petroleum in-
dustries in one or two years.
(Continued on page 48)
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Engineers who qualify to fill these chairs ...
are on the road to filling responsible jobs
with a growing company in a growing industry
• American Air Filter Company is one of the world's
pioneers in the field of "better air." Starting 30 years ago
as a manufacturer of air filtration equipment only, it has,
through a planned program of product development, attained
the unique position of being the one company in its industry
that can take the complete over-all approach to the customer's
air problems. In brief, this means supplying and coordinating
all the proper products to filter, cool, heat, clean (control
process dust), move, exhaust, humidify and dehumidify air.
"Better Air", while a big business today, is still in its
infancy. Name any industry, any building type, and you have
a present or potential user of AAF equipment. Other well-
known trade names in the AAF family are Herman Nelson,
Kennard and Illinois Engineering. At present, AAF operates
ten plants in Louisville, Moline, Ill., St. Louis, Chicago and
Montreal, Canada.
THIS KIND OF . . . QUALIFIES YOU FOR
ENGINEERING DEGREE . . • THIS KIND OF JOB
Mechanical — Engineering, Sales or Manufacturing
Electrical — Engineering or Sales
Industrial — Manufacturing or Sales
Civil — Sales
A4F
FORMAL FIVE-MONTH TRAINING COURSE
Your first job at AAF will be to complete a full five-month
course in its technical training school. This is a complete
and carefully planned course covering every phase of this
business of better air and is under the direction of Mr. James
W. May, a recognized authority on air handling problems and
presently a member of the board of directors of ASHRAE.
Classes, held in special, air conditioned quarters, are sup-
plemented by field trips to visit AAF plants and observe
on-the-job applications of equipment.
YOUR FUTURE IS ALL-IMPORTANT TO AAF
AAF prides itself on attempting to m'atch the man to the
job. During your training period you will have contacts
with key company personnel. Your personal desires as to type
and location of job are given every consideration. AAF is big
enough to provide opportunities galore—small enough to
never lose sight of the personal touch that adds satisfaction
along with success.
A representative of AAF will be on your campus soon to
interview students interested in learning more about the
opportunities with this company. Consult your Placement
Office for exact date.
American Air filter
BETTER AIR IS OUR BUSINESS
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A GRADUATE'S ROLE IN THE POWER INDUSTRY
The terms space travel, magneto-
hydrodynamils, fuel cells, atomic
power, ballistic missles, high-speed
computers, electronic subminiaturi-
zation characterize a few of the
great technological advances we are
hearing about today. By comparison
my subject of electric power appears
prosaic. But in reality is it? Ab-so-
lute-ly not !
Where would technological pro-
gress be today without electric
power? Water used to be the prime
necessity for life; yet today millions
of Americans would be without this
necessity if electric service were in-
terrupted. Similarly, technological
progress itself would stop or be re-
arded considerably without electric
power. We engineers associated di-
rectly or indirectly with utilities can
be proud of the record of our service
and acheivement.
Where does power stand in its use
of the engineer now with electronics
such an important factor? I feel con-
fident in estimating that an often
overlooked fact by students such as
yourselves is that somewhere be-
tween 50 and 75 percent of the grad-
uate Electrical Engineers in this
country today earn their livelyhood
at 60 cycles per second. This despite
the tremendous notoriety being
given to the requirements of the air-
craft, communications and other
electronics industries. Perhaps that
this is unrealized is the result of the
failure of the power industries to re-
move their light from under the
bushel.
Now I would be among the first
to agree that there is excitement to
be found in the electronics field. I
have stood inside the closed doors of
a tracking radar van on a missle
launching site and felt that excite-
ment of launch creep through my
feet from the floor at missle takeoff
time and known the satisfaction of
the knowledge that my efforts were
to be an important part of the suc-
cessful mission. Believe me, how-
ever, when I assure you that this in
no way surpasses the thrill inherent
in the satisfaction of being a part of
the restoration of service to the
home of an eight year old polio pa-
tient before the emergency resources
to operate the iron lung upon which
her life depends are exhausted.
True, this is not a daily occurrence,
and with God's help to our technical
ability, I pray it is only a very rare
crisis; every day though holds a re-
sponsibility equally as vital to the
health, safety, and welfare of the
community for the engineer in the
public utility.
Permit me, if you will, to take a
couple of moments and become
somewhat philosophical. I should
like to pose the question, "What is
it we are really seeking out of life
and our job?"
Certainly one thing is a day's pay
for a day's work, and truthfully we
won't discourage a rather sizeable
paycheck at that. But let's be prac-
tical, each of you is studying to be-
come an engineer and the chances
are none of you, or your future
families, will starve to death or even
struggle too greatly to have a pretty
comfortable standard of living. Na-
turally, some of you will earn much
VIEWS
POWER
more in your lifetime than others of
your classmates, but experience and
statistics will bear out that the dif-
ferences will depend far less on your
choice of an industry than it will on
your individual ability coupled with
the right breaks at the right time.
Then since this isn't the real goal
we seek it must be something deep-
er.
I have given this subject a great
deal of thought and, while I can't
force you to agree with me, I offer
to you my summation of the conclu-
tions I have come to. We seek a
sense of being needed (or important,
if you want to be blunt). We want
a feeling of accomplishment and a
sense that that accomplishment con-
tributes to the good of mankind
much as a doctor feels he contri-
butes to his fellowman. We must
find a satisfaction at the end of a
day's work in that our efforts have
ended on the credit side of life's
ledger, for without this feeling your
family won't be able to live with
you when you get home at night.
This may seem rather far-fetched to
you now, but the day is just around
the corner when you will face it as
altogether too true a reality.
The needs I have just outlined can
be satisfied in many industries but
I can assure you that none can sur-
pass the electric power industry in
fulfilling these necessities.
Well the question should logically
arise at this point, "Just what is an
Electrical Power Engineer and
where can he be found?" Obviously
the power engineer can be found in
the electrical utility. Likewise he
ca-n be found in almost any type of
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OF A
ENGINEER
manufacturing industry you can
name whether they manufacture
products for the utility, consumer
goods, defense products, or materials
for use by other industries. Also a
large number can be found in ser-
vice industries such as consulting
offices, construction firms, all types
of utilities, government agencies and
the transportation industry.
Well then what functions does he
perform in these industries? His du-
ties are similar to those of an engi-
neer in almost any field. He is the
key figure in operations, design, de-
velopment, rsearch, supervision and
consulting. In many types of products
biles he is the most important mem-
ber of the sales staff. Perhaps most
significantly, he varies from engi-
neers in many other industries, in
that in many organizations in which
he might be employed he is the man-
agement, for his knowledge, train-
ing, and ability are a most necessary
component in the qualities needed
for guiding an industry specializing
in technical services.
Now you ask me, This is all well
and good, but how does his pay stack
up with the fabulous offers of some
other fields" I'm not going to at-
tempt to deceive you on this point,
but I should like to call upon for
a reference the report of the Engi-
neer's Joint Council entitled Pro-
fessional Income of Engineers 1958".
By analyzing these tables and charts
we find that it is true that his start-
ing salary is slightly lower on the
average—not much but slightly—
than in some other fields, primarily
those involving a higher degree of
by Robert L. Royer
Class of '39
Asst. Supt. Electrical Distribution Dept.
Louisville Gas & Electric Co.
risk, notably those holding defense
contracts. This glitter of gold looms
large to the new graduate for him
generally pay is synonymous with
dollars. But looking further into
these same charts, we find that if
anything maybe his raises come
along with a little more regularity
and significance than others and per-
haps he begins to start narrowing
the gap.
Within his first ten years, dollars
as a measure of pay will begin to
take on a lessening importance. Most
of you will be married by that time,
be buying a house, raising a family,
and incurring many types of debts
and oblgations. Security will begin
to take on a new and deeper mean-
ing to you. Have you ever watched
a man over 30 or 35 try to find a job
at a supervisory level and noted his
frustrations. Probably he wasn't
fired because of any inadequacy in
his qualifications; his employer sim-
ply was forced to lay him off along
with hundreds of other engineers be-
cause a contract was cancelled and
there just was no work available.
Here is this man—not starving, nu-
tritionly speaking—finding at every
turn that the companies where he is
applying are looking for younger
men for these types of positions so
that they can train them in their
own manner. Now security has
meaning.
To the married man at this point,
he likewise is beginning to more
fully appreciate his fringe benefits.
The medical insurance, life nsurance,
annuity programs; these are now
real benefits upon which he can
place his confidence of protection
against financial disaster.
Sometime later in his career, per-
haps between the 10th and 20th year
we se a trend developing which be-
gins to place the power engineer in
an enviable position. This I think
will be especially true of you men
who are graduating in the next five
years.
Historically, characteristically, and
from a necessity created by the na-
ture of this type of business, a high-
er percentage are becoming the
managers and the executives in the
power indsutry than in many indus-
tries with large design and research
staffs. Let's face up to the facts. To-
day some of the most inviting op-
portuinties for future advancement
are to be found in the power and
utility fields. Don't misunderstand
me, this is no guarantee; many won't
make the grade. There will be a
combination of reasons for this.
Some won't measure up to the re-
sponsibilities, they just weren't cut
cut for management. For some, the
timing at which opoprtunties will
open will be wrong for the particular
man. For some, maybe the lack of
foresight in training a replacement
for himself will make the man in-
dispensable in a lesser important
job. I simply contend, that it is my
belief, and the statistics seem to be
on my side, a greater percentage will
make it.
To tie together my portion of this
evening's program, and to site some
specific examples of an engineer's
responsibility in the power industry,
(Continued on page 42)
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CHEMICAL EQUILIBRIA
(Continued from page 17)
current is flowing in the early part
of the polarogram where there is
insufficient potential to cause any
electrolysis reaction. Since the
process is diffusion-controlled (i.e.,
there is no stirring which means
that the only way the species to be
reduced can reach the electrode
is by diffusion) , the maximum cur-
rent flowing, ld, is directly pro-
portionale to the concentration of
the species being reduced. This is
the basis for quantitative analysis
by the polarographic method.
The half-wave potential, EV.), is
independent of concentration and
is the basis of qualitative analysis.
Each cation requires a specific volt-
age for its electrical reduction and
experimental determination of this
value is the route by which identifi-
cation of the metal or metals present
might be accomplished. The ap-
proximate value of the half-wave
potential can be obtained by in-
spection of the polarogram whereas
more exact values, often required
in fundamental research, are ob-
tained with somewhat greater diffi-
culty. Both the I.B.M. 650 and the
Bendix G-15 electronic computers
have been used to advantage by the
author to obtain reliable E1/2 values
from experimental data.
The fundamental equation de-
scribing a polarographic reduction
wave is:
(sib E = onsst (;.4-;.)
a)
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involved in the reduction of the
cation and 1d represents the max-
imum current flow. E and i repre-
sent, respectively, the voltage and
current at various points on the
rising part of the polarogram. It
should be obvious that Equation
(8) is that of a straight line. From
a plot of the log term vs. E (the
computer calculates this by method
of least-squares in a matter of sec-
onds) one obtains the half-wave po-
tential when E = VA. This situa-
tion exists when it is exactly half
of id (i.e., when the log term be-
comes zero) . Often six or more
E and i values are obtained from
a given polarogram for this calcula-
tion. E1/4 values thus obtained are
usually reliable to about 1 millivolt,
and with care can be determined
with somewhat greater accuracy.
DETERMINATION OF
CONSECUTIVE CONSTANTS
*Permissible ligants may be neu-
tral molecules such as NH:,,
NH.,CH0CHoNFL, pyridine, etc., or
negative ions such as chloride, sya-
nide, hydroxide, thiocyanate, etc.
As one adds a complexing ligant*
it becomes more difficult to reduce
the metal due to complex forma-
tion. Thus, complex formation al-
ways results in a shift in the half-
wave potential, usually toward a
more negative potential (reduction
more difficult) if the complex is
reduced to the free metal. Usually
transition metals are most favor-
able toward chelation than are
other metals.
Recently the Nernst Equation
(Equation 8 is a modified form of it)
and the Ilkovic Equation (which
describes the amount of current
flowing during the reduction, in
terms of concentration, diffusion
coefficient and the characteristics
of the dropping mercury electrode)
were combined in such a manner
that experimental data can be used
to determine consecutive formation
constants for various complexes.
The combined equation is stated:
where n has the same meaning as
in Equation (8) , and the subscripts
"s" and "c" refer to the simple ion
and the complexed ion, respectively.
"I" has the same meaning as id ex-
cept that it is for either the simple
or complexed ion. Theoretically,
these experimental data are related
to the desired constants via a power
series:
6) F. 00= 4"T"-"PIS :Criss )
(LEQs-- f
1.01. Ish 3c.
Here [X] represents the molarity of
the ligand and k„ has a theoretical
value of unity. If the highest com-
plex species involves four ligand
molecules or ions, as was the case
with the previously mentioned cop-
per-ammonia system, the highest
constant obtainable with be k4
and the plot of F„ (X) vs. [X] will
result in a quartic curve.
When k„ is transposed, and both
sides of the equation are divided by
(X], the result yields the relation-
ship:
(“:4) F;(1):: + Kz[132.
+ kste + • • •
(") F.0(1-)- Karaj
[X]
K3LSI 4' •• •
which is called F, (X) and which
produces a cubic curve in the cop-
per-ammonia system.
By repeating the process, values
of all of the stepwise constants may
be obtained, using graphical means
as shown in Figure 3 or by calcu-
lation as the author has done using
the I.B.M. 650 computer. In Figure
3, note that the value of the zero
intercept for a given F; (X) curve is
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How do YO Ull
Meet a Challeng•e?
At Delco Radio we're meeting the staggering challenges of the
Space Age with a combination of outstanding resources and abilities.
Latest addition to the Delco complex of over one million
square feet of modern laboratory, manufacturing and office facilities
is the new 125,000 sq. ft. research and engineering center now
under construction in Kokomo, Indiana.
But physical resources are only half the story. Delco's rise
to prominence in the fields of electronics and solid state physics
has been led by men of unusual abilities.
And, just as it's necessary to continue expanding our physical
resources, we must continue to seek out capable men to meet the
increasing challenges of the future. We need ambitious young
men with new ideas—new talent.
If a bold, aggressive program of action is what you're interested in,
write to Mr. Carl Longshore—Supervisor, Salaried Employment,












ELCO RADIO DIVISION OF GENERAL MOTORS
KOKOMO, INDIANA
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LEWIS 66
SERVICE CENTER
Let us sweep you off your feet




is a great teacher
but . . .
you can learn more
from books
cheaper and faster




(Continued from page 19)
same hemisphere toward the earth
at all times. An examination of the
surface shows that features near
the edge are sometimes in view and
sometimes out of sight. Thus, the
moon seems to rock slightly; and
these oscillations or librations arise
mainly from three causes:
(1) The libration in latitude re-
sults from the inclination of about
6.5° between the moon's equator
and the plane of its orbit.
(2) The libration in longitude is
caused by the failure of the moon's
rotation and revolution to keep ex-
actly in step throughout the month,
although they come out together at
the end.
(3) The diurnal libration is a con-
sequence of the earth's rotation.
The character of the moon's sur-
face that we can see has been de-
termined by many means. The sur-
face temperature of the moon varies
from more than 100° C when the
sun is overhead to —50° C at sun-
set and is reduced to —150° C at
midnight. These values were deter-
mined by Pettit and Nicholson at
Mount Wilson Observatory, who al-
so observed a drop of 110° C in the
temperature in one hour during a
lunar eclipse.
The albedo, or reflecting power, of
the moon is only 7 percent, in con-
trast with the value of 40 percent
for the earth; this refers to the ratio
of the light reflected by the whole
illuminated hemisphere of the moon
to the light it receives from the sun.
Selenography, the study of the de-
tails of the lunar surface, dates from
1610, when Galileo made the first
map of the moon as observed with
the telescope. He had recognized the
lunar mountains and had called the
large dark areas "seas," a misnomer
that persists in the current nomen-
clature. The principal features to be
described in such lunar maps are
the lunar seas, mountains, craters,
rays, and rills. Such a map is shown
in Figure 2.
The large dark areas that form the
face of the "man in the moon," the
profile of the "girl in the moon," and
other products of the lively imagina-
tion are the lunar maria (seas) , so
called when they were thought to
be such. They are also known as
plains. These areas appear to be
darker than the rest of the surface
because they are more nearly smooth
than the rest of the surface.
Among the few formations that
have any resemblance to terrestrial
mountain ranges are the three that
form the western border of Mare
Imbrium; they are the Apennines,
Caucasus, and Alps. All of the
mountains have a sharper slope on
their seaward side, some of the
peaks rising to nearly 20,000 feet
above the plain.
The lunar rays are bright streaks
5 or 10 miles wide and up to 1500
miles long, which radiate from
points near a few of the craters and
pass over mountains and plains.
These phenomena are best seen
when the sun is high above them,
the rays being a very noticeable fea-
ture of the full moon. The most con-
spicuous and longest ray system
radiates from Tycho near the south
pole; another shorter system radi-
ates from Copernicus (see Figure
1) .
It is obvious that there are many
things that we do not know about
even our closest celestial neighbors.
It also seems that the only way pos-
sible to find out exactly what causes
these different characteristics on
the moon is to go there. With the
present development in rocketry and
space technology it does not seem
that such an exploration is too dis-
tant.
QUESTIONS ON THE MOON
(1) What are the three main
crater-formation theories, and what
are their faults?
(2) What is a Ray? What is the
most prominant ray system and
what crater does it generate from?
(3) Explain why there is no at-
mosphere on the moon.
(4) What was the Nebular Hypo-
thesis? Who formed it?
(5) Explain Darwin's earth-moon
theory.
NEXT MONTH: PART III—THE
SOLAR SYSTEM
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MEN ...who are Engineers, look twice
at the many advantages
CONVAIR-POMONA offers
NEW PROGRAMS at Convair-Pomona, offer excellent
opportunities today for Engineers. Convair-Pomona, created
the Army's newest weapon, REDEYE, Shoulder Fired MISSILE and
developed the Navy's ADVANCED TERRIER and TARTAR MISSILES.
Many other, still highly classified programs,
stimulating the imagination of the most progressive thinking
scientist and engineer are presently at various stages
of development.
Positions are open for experienced and inexperienced
Bachelors, Masters and Doctorates in the fields
of Electronics, Aeronautics, Mechanics and Physics.
ADVANCEMENT opportunities are provided for the
competent engineer as rapidly as his capabilities will permit
in currently expanding programs.
PROFESSIONAL ENVIRONMENT—CONVAIR-POMONA'S
facility is of modern design and completely air-conditioned.
You will work with men who have pioneered the missile
industry and are now engaged in some of the most advanced
programs in existence.
ADVANCED EDUCATION — Tuition refund is provided
for graduate work in the field of your speciality. Company
sponsored in-plant training courses offer the Engineer the
finest of educational opportunities.
CALIFORNIA LIVING — Suburban Pomona offers lower
living costs and moderate priced property, unexcelled recre-
ational facilities, freedom from rush hour traffic and the
ultimate in comfort and gracious living.
Contact your placement office immediately fo assure yourself of a
campus interview with Convair-Pomona.
If personal interview is not possible send resume and grade transcript
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(Continued from page 23)
bends or bows downward some five
degrees from the engine and upward
to the transmission. The shaft, when
bent into an arch, no longer obeys
the laws of a beam and is not sub-
ject to the vibrations of a straight
propeller shaft. Automotive engi-
neers have always designed large
drive shafts to cope with critical-
speed vibrations, not because large
tubes were needed to carry engine
torque.
Bending the shaft into an arc
eliminated critical vibration points,
leaving only second-node vibrations
to be controlled by two damper
bearing blocks fitted inside the
torque tube.
Nearly all test miles on the solid
drive shaft were run in full-size cars
with a large V-8 engine providing
the twist. An advantage of the solid
drive shaft is that it acts as a torsion
bar to absorb engine torque throb.
The shaft also acts as a constant-
velocity power transfer device, there
being no universal joints to shift
velocity and disrupt the smooth flow
of power.
Success of Tempest's solid drive
line depends on the central back-
bone tube. It is a channel section
about six inches deep that has been
formed with a slight sag which drops
the center about eight inches below
the ends. The open side of the nearly
six-foot-long channel is closed by a
spot-welded steel plate. Bolted be-
tween the engine and transaxle as-
sembly, it holds the damper bear-
ings and protects the drive shaft,
while keeping engine and transaxle
so stiffly aligned that the chassis
may be driven without a body. It's
this skeleton chassis which makes it
possible to assemble Tempests on
conventional production lines where
the body is "dropped" onto the chas-
sis. Corvair can only be built on
"special" assembly lines where sus-
pension and engine are brought up
from the bottom to be hung onto the
body.
The transaxle includes an auto-
matic or manual transmission be-
tween independently-sprung rear
wheels. The latter are driven by
open axles with universal joints next
to the differential carrier. The man-
ual transmission is a standard
three-speed synchromesh unit for-
ward of the differential, with which
it shares a common lubricant. The
box is driven through the front
(clutch) gear which has an internal
spline mating with the driveshaft.
The floor-shift selector rod enters
the left side of the case. Standard
differential ratio is 3.55 to 1.
Designed in 1957, Tempest's air-
cooled automatic (also with 3.55 to
1 axle ratio) is the first torque
converter transmission employing
the split-torque principle to reduce
slippage. In high gear, drive power
is split, with 60 percent of engine
torque transmitted through the con-
verter and 40 percent passing direct-
ly to the rear wheels by mechanical
connection. The aluminum-cased
three-element (gear case, differen-
tial, and torque converter) two-
speed unit has an automatic upshift
which depends on speed and throttle.
Below 25 miles per hour it shifts
to low, if the throttle is pushed
about halfway down. An upshift is
made at 35 to 40 miles per hour with
half-throttle loading. For maximum
acceleration a full-throttle down-
shift is possible below 45 miles per
hour. A manual downshift, allow-
able below 50 miles per hour, is for
overrun braking or mountain use.
The dashmounted shift quadrant lists
Reverse, Neutral, Drive and Low.
Fluid level, 11 pints, is checked
through a plate in the trunk floor.
Inside the Tempest automatic
you'd find three hollow shafts con-
necting the torque converter, at the
rear of the differential, with the
gear case in front of the differential.
The drive shaft is splined into the
gear case to drive the smallest of
the three concentric shafts, which
turns the transmission gears and the
torque converter pump. In Low
there is no mechanical connection to
the rear wheels, all power being
multiplied and transmitted to the
differential by the torque converter.
This is accomplished by the con-
verter's pump-driven turbine, which
is rotating the hollow turbine shaft
(Continued on page 43)
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LIFE OF A FROSH
I am a member of the class of
'64, a freshman, and I'm proud to say
it. Freshmen have a great advan-
tage over upperclassmen. They can
look the school over objectively,
their memories not having been
rotted by time, and appreciate the
institution for all it is worth. We
are the best freshman class Rose
has ever had, so we are told. This
makes me very proud until, how-
ever, a little investigation reveals
that every freshman class had been
the best freshman class that Rose
had ever had. A simple conclusion
can be drawn from this fact. The
first freshman class must have con-
sisted of cave men, and the class of
'64 must be pretty near perfect.
Coming to college is not just a
change in your place of living, but a
change in your way of living. In a
way, I think we all premised this
before coming, and it affected our
attitudes toward the approaching
change very much. We were ail
looking forward to the magnificent
freedom or to the long hours of
studying that we were unaccustomed
to. Our high school teachers na-
turally had us worried half to death
about the work we would have. I
remember having days when I could
hardly wait to get here and other
days when I would have given my
eye teeth for another year of fun and
frolic at good old North Central High
School. Now that I am here, I can
seriously say that I would not go
back to that jail for all the sugar
in Cuba.
Rose men as a whole certainly de-
serve mentioning. One day last year
I was told that the students and
faculty at Rose are one great big
By Dick Jensen, frosh.
happy family. I didn't take the
statement too seriously at the time,
but I can now see what was meant.
The size of the school and the type
of people who go here make it pos-
sible for us to be one happy family,
and this is one of the nicest things
about Rose. The friendliness of Rose
men is the main contribution to the
never dying loyalty toward the
school. Rose men are some of the
greatest guys in the world.
The new freshman class was used
as a guinea pig this year in an ex-
periment with a week long orienta-
tion program. During the course of
this week, we were subjected to
three harrowing placement tests:
one in English, one in Math, and one
in Chemistry. We were then divided
into groups for closer observation.
I still haven't decided whether or
not the purpose of the program was
for us to get used to the school or
for the school to get used to us. It
was probably a combination of the
two. I know that it did help us get
into the swing of college before
school actually began, and for this
reason alone I feel that the program
was a complete success. A complete
success, that is, except for one thing,
the military physical. We got sever-
al hours behind in that physical and
missed a couple of important classes.
How the planning committee ever
expected that one lone doctor to
check 171 boys in a four hour period
I'll never quite understand. The
poor guy only had ten fingers.
Of all the things I have noticed
thus far, the thing that has made the
deepest impression on me has been
the Rose tradition. The men here at
Rose are the backbone of the institu-
tion. The backbone of Rose men is
the pride they take in the school, its
accomplishments, and certainly its
traditions. Therefore it is logical to
assume that the Rose tradition is a
major component of the backbone of
the school without which the school
would be an amporhous mass. It
pains me no end to see this valuable
tradition trod upon so wrecklessly.
This school is not a large public in-
stitution where rules may be as-
signed by the ruling body and may
God have mercy on those who dis-
agree. The individual is the im-
portant component of a school of this
type, and, without the full support
of the individual, you have nothing.
The support of the individual de-
pends upon his loyalty to the school,
which in turn, as I have already
pointed out, depends largely upon
the tradition of the school. It seems
foolhearty then to risk the loyalty
we have for Rose for any reason.
The sophomores must be allowed
to watch over the freshmen. Hazing
has been a tradition for years in
many colleges. I don't think that
there is a freshman in the school
who would, if asked, say that the
amount of hazing caused us any un-
due heartache. The problem of lak-
ings should have been brought up
before the Student Council where a
reasonable decision would certainly
have been reached with no hard
feelings on anyones part. When de-
cisions are made for people, when
they could have done as well for
themselves, and would rather have,
friction and heat result. I hope the
traditions will be restored in full
tact as soon as possible.
(Continued on page 44)
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be wise to begin now.
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LIBRARY NOTES
(Continued from page 24)
La Donna E Mobile from Rigoletto
Along with Caruso, we have Mario
Lanza SINGS CARUSO FAVOR-
ITES. Each number on this record
seems to have a strong personal
link with Caruso.
If you're a Wagner fan we have
the WAGNER RECITAL which is
also new, with the vocal by Kirsten
Flagstad, who is celebrated as the
greatest Wagnerian soprano of our
time. The recital consists in part, of:
Elsa's Dream from Lohengrin
Der Engle (The Angel)
Stehe Still (Stand Still)
Im Triebhous (In the Conserva-
tory)
Schmerzen (Pains)
For something in a lighter vein,
we have Tony Lavelli, ALL AMER-
ICAN ACCORDIONIST WITH OR-
CHESTRA. A new record with Will
Glahe and his orchestra has been
added which is entitled BEER GAR-
DEN MUSIK. Here we have a mix-
ture of Romberg, the polka, and
Viennese Waltzes.
From Cole Porter's "Can-Can,"
we have the original soundtrack
album of the movie CAN-CAN.
Also added to our collection are
several ballets. We have two of
Stravinsky's Ballets, one called
PETRUCHKA and the other called
LE SACRE DU PRINTEMPS (or
The Rite of Spring) . Khachaturian's
Suite from the Ballet GAYNE is re-
corded with Kabalevsky's THE
COMEDIANS on the reverse side.
If you prefer orchestration and
instrumental music we have these
new records:
Vaughn Williams' Symphony No.
1 in D Minor
Bartok's Sonata for two Pianos
and Percussion, and Music for
Strings.
Brahms' Symphcmy No. 3 in F
Major
French Overtures.
For Strauss Lovers Only, a piano
reverie with Otto Schulhof at
the piano.
Haydn's Symphony No. 100 "Mili-
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new areas of interest enhance careers
for engineers and scientists at Hamilton Standard
HAMILTON STANDARD DIVISION of United
Aircraft Corporation has long been a
dynamic force in the aircraft equipment
field . . . with an unmatched record of
stability and accomplishment. Typical of
Hamilton Standard's achievements are en-
vironmental conditioning systems which
are standard equipment on such aircraft
as the 1400 mph Convair B-58 Hustler
Bomber. Fast moving advances in space
technology, however, pose new problems
. . . new challenges.
TO MEET THESE CHALLENGES Hamilton
Standard is conducting advanced research
and development on environmental control
problems for manned space vehicles. The
Moon Room pictured at right was specifi-
cally designed to assist engineers and
scientists in identifying and analyzing the
practical problems involved in CO2 re-
generation. However, within such sealed
experimental chambers studies can be con-
ducted to develop means of removing or
regenerating body heat, water vapor, nitro-
gen and other contaminants given off by
man in a space vehicle. Several possibilities
exist for effecting each phase of control in
an environmental control system. For ex-
ample, CO2 can be removed by the freeze-
out method, chemical absorption, physical
adsorption and diffusion or filtration of
molecules. Consideration of the space en-
velope and the weight of equipment must
be made. In the case of CO2 this involves
heat exchangers, regenerators, water sepa-
rators, blowers, valves and vents. Need for
secondary electrical power supplies to
operate equipment creates additional
problems.
OBVIOUSLY, UNDERTAKINGS of this nature
involve the Utilization of a wide variety of
engineering and scientific fields of study
providing intellectual growth and career
satisfaction.
MISSILES & SPACE SYSTEMS HYDRAULICS ELECTRON BEAM EQUIPMENT
PROPELLERS ELECTRONICS GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT ENGINE CONTROLS
ENVIRONMENTAL CONDMONING SYSTEMS STARTERS
Visit your Placement Office to get your copy of our brochure, "ENGINEERING FOR
YOU AND YOUR FUTURE," or write R. J. Harding, Administrator—College Relations.
MOON ROOM—Leo Foxwell, BSME Wiscon-
sin '53, right, enters the Moon Room with
analyzer as Sid Russell, BS Chem. Rutgers
'52, checks CO2 control. These young men,
who are in the Advanced Product Planning
Group, have played a major role in
actually designing and developing the
equipment and test programs for this
undertaking
HAMILTON STANDARD DIVISION
an organization dedicated to ,c)Oiefek and ayineer,
UNITED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
WINDSOR LOCKS, CONNECTICUT
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POWER ENGINEER
(Continued from page 33)
I should like to use as an example,
the electric utility field, about which
I feel the most qualified to talk. I
think, too, that it covers such a
broad range of responsibilities that
it typifies the electrical engineer in
the power industry. Actually within
a single electric utility an engineer
can find himsell called upon to use
every basic principle he has learned
in college from basic English to
Atomic Physics.
Industry, housing, commercial
shopping centers, indeed every fac-
tor involved in the makeup of the
city, is expanding at a phenominal
rate today. The very pulse of our
economy is timed by the ability of
the electric utility to provide an am-
ple supply of electricity at a reason-
able rate. If the heart-beat of this
force stops, in effect, so does our
community. Even our rural areas
are finding themselves increasingly
dependent on this magnificant work-
horse. The role of the engineer has
been extremely important during
this period of tremendous growth.
In most already well developed
areas, electric utilities are finding
their loads doubling every ten years.
Its engineers have been supplying
the technical know-how to construct
new facilities and improve the queli-
ty and efficiency of its service to
keep its rate rise far below the rise
in the cost of living.
The electric utility industry isn't
without its headline attractions eith-
er. Virtually every major utility
in this country is actively partici-
pating in research and development
of practical nuclear reactors for use
in electric generating plants and
while for many areas the economics
of nuclear power are still sometime
off, some areas are ready today and
this research with its associated
pilot plants is hastening its feasi-
bility for the entire country. Along
with this development comes the
need for higher and higher trans-
mission voltages with their associ-
ated seemingly insurmountable prob-
lems. Nevertheless, transmission fa-
cilities in the 500 kilovolt class to-
day are nearing readiness for large
scale use. Magnetohydrodynamics, a
word originally associated with space
flight, is being turned into a tech-
nological advancement for the bene-
fit of every man on the street
through the efforts of the privately
owned electric utility. Imagine the
revolution to be created by a gen-
erator with no moving parts except
a flow of ionized gas. This is not a
daydream; working models are now
a reality and the time is now in fo-
cus when large full scale production
units should be practical.
Along with these headline grab-
bers, however, and certainly no less
important and in many ways more
exciting, is the everday job of pro-
viding and improving economy and
reliability of service with the tools
of today in a community which is
growing steadily more dependent on
electric power. To perform this task,
the Electrical Engineer must be ex-
tremely well-rounded in technical
ability. In the course of a day he
may handle a dozen or more entire-
ly unrelated problems, some calling
for engineering knowledge outside
his own field. He must even gain a
speaking acquaintance with account-
ting, regulatory routines, and per-
haps the most complicated of all
theories—human engineering. Also
he must be a master at dealing with
people for outside contacts are fre-
quent and, peculiar to this business,
the majority of the engineers in a
utility are charged with superivsory
or managerial responsibility at a
very early point in their career. If
you want to go into this field, you
would be wise to study your pro-
fessors closely too, for a little teach-
ing ability can be a great asset.
Having chosen utility work as a
profession, you might be assigned to
Generation and Production where
maintenance and operation of the
plants and substations will be your
responsibility. You must accurately
forecast how much energy will be
needed, where and when, and see
i hat it is economically generated and
dispatched. You must have in mind
at all times how loads can be quick-
ly shifted from one point to another
in the event of the loss of any piece
of the hundreds of major items of
equipment under your superivsion.
The necessity of a constant review
of short-circuit availability on every
point of an interconnected system
will bring you into frequent contact
with engineers from other utilities
for conferences and network anaylsis
board studies.
Perhaps you would be assigned to
the Transmission and Distribution
Engineering department. A true
challenge would be presented to you
here, for it would be your contribu-
tion to the system which would
ultimately determine the quality of
service with which the customer is
to be supplied. Not only will you
need to design adequacy and reli-
ability into your system, provide for
quick restoration of service in the
event of storm damage, and insure
that each piece of equipment meets
the standards required by the sys-
tem and for the protection of a line-
man's life, you will be called upon
to work closely with the developer,
the customer and the Sales engineer
to see that his needs are adequately
niet.
Another field in which you might
find yourself would be Construction.
If so, you would be extremely for-
tunate but you had better be mighty
versatile for you will provide design,
consulting, and testing services for
almost every operating department
in your company. Also you will su-
pervise construction and test every-
thing from microwave installations
and remote superivsory control to
gigantic steam-electric generating
stations.
I could go on to elaborate on
dozens of other tasks the utility en-
gineer performs such as sales and
customer consulting, data processing
rate development, communications
and electronic control supervision
but I should like to sum it all up by
saying that the frustrations and sat-
isfactions you experience by the end
of a day's work will leave you with
a true sense of having made a real
contribution to the health, safety,
welfare, and happiness of your next
door neighbor and the kids down the
street.
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INNOVATION FROM DETROIT
(Continued from page 38)
surrounding the inner converter
pump drive shaft. The turbine shaft
then runs forward into the gear case
where torque is multiplied by differ-
ential gears to give Low-gear pulling
power.
To provide the 60-40 split of power
in Drive, the Tempest automatic has
been set so that in Drive there is a
direct, geared connection between
the drive shaft and differential
through the high-gear clutch, and
the front sun gear and planet set. At
the same time, the torque converter
is also being turned at engine speed.
But because the torque converter
multiplies torque to a greater de-
gree than the sun and planet gears
of the gear case, it applies more
twist to the rear wheels through the
rear sun gear than do the trans-
mission's front sun and planet gears.
The closest analogy to the split-
torque principle is a railroad's use
of locomotives at the front and rear
of a long train. The front engine,
acting as direct drive, supplies some
40 percent of the power needed to
move the train. The rear, or pusher
engine is the 60 percent torque con-
verter. Its wheels are spinning as it
works to produce just a little more
push than the train can absorb.
Tempest's split-torque converter
works in somewhat the same way,
as it too works a little harder than
necessary to transmit maximum
horsepower to the rear wheels. The
40 percent of direct gearing in the
transmission provides a feeling of
solidity not provided by most torque
converters, and unusually good
high-gear efficiency. In Tempest's
automatic, the transmission and dif-
ferential use different lubricants,
with rifle-drilled shafts carrying
transmission fluid from the convert-
er through the differential to the
gear case, and back again.
The front suspension is said to be
a Pontiac original. Independently-
sprung rubber-bushed lower wish-
bones have "compression struts"
giving a progressive increase in rate
to control body lean. One end of the
rompression strut is bolted to the
lower wishbone, and the other end
is about 18 inches back in a rubber
socket in the frame. The compression
struts take the place of a sway bar,
acting to increase stiffness only on
the outer, heavily-loaded front wheel
in a corner.
At first glance Tempest rear sus-
pension looks like that used under
Corvair, but Pontiac engineers claim
it has been completely redesigned
for use in the Tempest. The rear
cross-member attaches to the body
at four points, while the transaxle
is mounted in rubber to the cross-
member. The independent action of
rear wheels shows up best on high-
speed turns when car weight trans-
fer tilts the outside wheel inward at
the top to improve cornering and
tire adhesion.
Tempest may well be the hottest
compact of 1961. The combination of
a large four-cylinder engine — with
high torque and rapid-acceleration
potential — plus a light, unitized
body and all-independent suspension
makes it appear that Pontiac's baby
is going to be the real fun car of
the year.
Design for your future!
Learn how to build the new
DEEP-STRENGTH
Asphalt pavements
If you're going into Civil Engineering, it will pay
you to keep a close eye on Asphalt design devel-
opments.
Here, for example, is the latest from Oklahoma
. . . one of the new, DEEP-STRENGTH Asphalt
pavements the state is using on Interstate 40.
This one is outstanding because its base is 8 inches
of hot-mixed—hot-laid sand-Asphalt . . . no coarse
aggregate.
Why 8 inches? Why not 6 or 10? What did engi-
neers do to insure good drainage? What factors
set the design?
The Asphalt Institute answers questions like
these . . . keeps you abreast of all the latest in the
design of Asphalt Highways, the most durable
and economical pavements known. Would you
like our new booklet, "Advanced Design Criteria
for Asphalt Pavements", or our "Thickness De-
sign Manual"? Write us.
11/2- ASPHALT WEARING COURSE
3" ASPHALT BINDER COURSE
8" DEEP-STRENGTH ASPHALT BASE
UBSOIL




Asphalt Institute Building, College Park, Maryland
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CHEMICAL EQUILIBRIA
(Continued from page 34)
equal to the corresponding constant,
ki. Further, the slope of the curve
at the zero intercept is an estimated
value of the next higher constant.
Depending upon the concentration
of the ligand, the coordinating abil-
ity of the cation and the stability of
the coordination compound, it is
often possible to identify and meas-
ure four or more consecutive con-
stants. The last constant that can
be obtained is identified by the Fi
(X) vs. [X] plot resulting in a
constant (i.e., a horizontal straight
line) .
It is the author's hope that this
paper will provide its readers with
a more adequate understanding of
one area of current chemical re-
search, active at Rose and through-
out the academic world. It is fur-
ther intended to show the interde-
pendence of several scholastic fields
often encountered before a research
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LIFE OF A FROSH
(Continued from page 39)
The whole business of going to
college is exciting. Every week has
something new to offer. The first
week we became acquainted with
the campus and met all the new
people. We went swimming in the
lake; we hitch hiked into town to
see what it had to offer; we general-
ly adjusted to our new surround-
ings. Since then, we have started
our new classes, met our first pro-
fessors, worked our first brain-
wracking Math assignments, and
gotten our first grades. Even the
disappointments, as we look upon
them, are interesting.
The change in our lives has been
a big one. We have left much in the
past. There are many things we look
back on with fond memories that
will never be repeated in our lives.
But it is senseless to live in the past.
We have four years of college to
look forward to, and those four years
are supposed to be, so it is said, the
best years of our lives. It will be
great if we can make it through.
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THE ENGINEERING MIND
(Continued from page 15)
dows of theory and education. Be-
cause the engineer designs his ma-
chines and processes to require the
least amount of the least expensive
material fabricated and assembled
with the least labor expense, day in
end day out, he is, by virtue of dol-
lar-bill designing, led into a philo-
F,ophy of utilitarianism. The chem-
ical engineer hears his company's
management say, "If this proposed
new plant won't pay out in two
years, we won't build it". The engi-
neer considers that if a machine
on't pay for itself and the stock-
holder's dividend check, it must be
thrown out. At the same time, he
sees more and more human physical
and even memory and decision func-
tions being taken over by machines.
And so, when the engineer sits in
management's chair, it is easy for
him to reason that the old engineer
in his department is too technologi-
cally obsolescent to cope with 80%
of the engineering problems the de-
partment is faced with, so why not
turn him out to pasture with the
other outmoded machines and re-
place him with a new man. This
example is not so extreme as it may
seem.
Here is the real lesson. The philo-
sophy of engineering and science is
cold and hard. Utilitarianism doesn't
enfold its wings over the truly beau-
tiful and sensitive human attribu-
tions of trust, of respect, or even of
love. We should not only broaden
ourselves by obtaining a tolerance
of the methods of reasoning or lack
of reasoning of other groups, be they
professional or not. For more toler-
ance, after all, is only "putting up
with those other idiots". In observ-
ing a material object such as an
ccean, different professions or class-
es of people would have different
eiloughts. The artist would think of
painting the strength, the fury of
the breaking waves. The engineer
would think of an economically feas-
ible way to eliminate the salt to
make the water usable in power
plants. The lawyer would question
who had legal rights to the use of
the water, the poet would concen-
trate on its majestic beauty, and the
athlete would anticipate the ex-
hiliration of swimming in it. None
are complete, mature, broad individ-
uals unless they can not only grasp
the reactions of the others, but can
also appreciate the ocean in the
various manners enjoyed by the
others.
It should be realized that while
principles of physical concepts can be
translated and applied to situations
uf personalities and groups, so, too,
it should be feasible that some of
the principles of political science,
history, and business administration
have application to the physical
world encountered by the engineer
The avenue of translation of concept
should be a two-way street. The ter-
rible and ever-increasing problem of
communication between the techni-
cal and non-technical worlds cannot
be completely solved until such time
as. each can comprehend the basic
concepts of the other, and not just
have a cursory knowledge of the
meaning of the jargon employed by
the other world.
For the past eighty-six years, Rose
has unquestionably produced engi-
neering graduates with a high de-
gree of technical proficiency. It is
questionable, however, whether she
has produced truly educated men
other than by chance. for no parti-
cularized efforts have been made to
instill in the men of Rose the flexi-
bility with which to translate engi-
neering concepts into organizational,
political, and humanistic concepts.
Other examples can be used to
emphasize more capably the transla-
tion process. Let's draw an analogy
between an electronic feedback loop
and a person conversing with an as-
sociate. In the feedback loop, a seg-
ment of the system current output
is looped back to the system, where
it is "analyzed". Information thus
gained is used to modify the actions
of the system upon the input so as
to give the output which will best
suit the conditions for which it is
intended. When talking with an as-
sociate, an individual can study the
reactions he receives to ideas he
propose, using this as the informa-
tion for his feedback loop. This
brings us to an interesting question.
In electronics, if the feedback cur-
rent is strong, then the applied cor-
rection or change in output will be
correspondingly strong. If there is a
strong protest to a suggestion which
you propose, does it necessarily fol-
low that you have the best chance
of convincing the other person by
becoming stronger in your assertion?
Thermodynamics tells us there is
a limit to the amount of energy in
a system of particles which is avail-
able to do work. As the system ex-
pands without external work into
the system, the quantity of available
energy decreases. Isn't it true that it
is impossible to obtain all of the
energy in the form of useful work
from a large group of indivduals
which form an organization? And
does the amount of unavailable
energy per individual increase as
the individuals are separated by dis-
tance? Does an individual's inten-
sity or "temperature" decrease if he
is isolated?
Newton's celebrated second Law
of Mechanics tells us that for each
force or action there is an equal and
cpposite force or reaction. If you be-
come angry with an individual and
scold him in loud terms, will he be-
come just as angry and shout back
just as loudly as you shouted at
him? Isn't it true that his reaction,
although possibly not expressed in
shouting back, is probably just as
intense as was your action? If you
are warm and friendly with an in-
dividual, it is also likely that he will
be friendly toward you. If you say
hi to a stranger, he'll greet you in
return. Here we see a possibility
that we will have to alter the state-
ment of a physical concept before
applying it to a non-physical situa-
tion. Our experience teaches us that
although the reactions we obtain
with our personality thrusts are
proportional to the thrusts, they are
usually similar to the thrust, seldom
diametrically opposed, as Newton's
Second Law would indicate.
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1 AM AN ENGINEER. In my profession I take deep pride, but with-
out vainglory; to it I owe solemn obligations that I am eager to fulfill.
As an Engineer, I will participate in none but honest enterprise. To him
that has engaged my services, as employer or client, I will give the utmost
of performance and fidelity.
When needed, my skill and knowledge shall be given without reservation
for the public good. From special capacity springs the obligation to use it
well in the service of humanity; and I accept the challenge that this implies.
Jealous of the high repute of my calling, I will strive to protect the inter-
ests and the good name of any engineer that I know to be deserving but I
will not shrink, should duty dictate, from disclosing the truth regarding any-
one that, by unscrupulous act, has shown himself unworthy of the profession.
Since the Age of Stone, human progress has been conditioned by the genius
of my professional forbears. By them have been rendered usabl to mankind
Natur's vast resources of material and energy. By them have been vitalized
and turned to practical account the principles of science and the revelations
of technology. Except for this heritage of accumulated experience, my efforts
would be feeble. I dedicate myself to the dissemination of engineering knowl-
edge, and, especially, to the instruction of younger members of my profession
in all its arts and traditions.
To my fellows I pledge, in the same full measure I ask of them, integrity
and fair dealing, tolerance and respect, and devotion to the standards and the
dignity of our profession; with the consciouness, always, that our special
expertness carries with it the obligation to serve humanity with complete
sincerity.
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ONLY 12 INCHES WIDE...
Tom Speer, Senior Engineering Research Supervisor at Stand-
ard Oil, inspects one of the 12 sections in a new miniature
road tester. Under simulated weather conditions, four wheels
whirl around to reveal wear patterns and other vital informa-
tion. (INSET) Ruler shows wear pattern after strip has
taken pounding from tires during rain, freeze, thaw and heat.
...THIS 'ROAD' CARRIES
WORLD'S HEAVIEST TRAFFIC!
Say good-bye to washboard pavements and
chuck holes—their doom may be sealed!
Key weapon in the war on costly road dam-
age is a new miniature highway developed in
the Standard Oil research laboratories in
Whiting, Indiana. It is only 12 inches wide and
44 feet in circumference, but it carries heavier
loads than any highway in the world. This Tom
Thumb turnpike will eventually lead to meth-
ods of building longer-lasting, smoother, safer
highways...at far less cost to taxpayers.
Four wheels whirling around hour after hour
can give it any degree of traffic intensity de-
sired. Pressure that corresponds to the weight
of the heaviest trucks can be applied to the
wheels. To simulate actual traffic, the wheels
are placed on braking and acceleration 90 per
cent of the time. Automated electronic equip-
ment can quickly change "road conditions"
from desert dry to cloudburst drenched."Road
conditions", too, can be changed from freezing
to thawing.
Within weeks, the new test-tube roadway
can determine what happens to roads during
years of use in all kinds of weather. It can pre-
test paving formulas and techniques, and may
show how to eliminate washboard pavement
and chuck holes. Savings in highway research
alone may run into millions of dollars. Even
larger savings in auto and road repairs and
possibly in gasoline taxes are in sight.
This test-tube roadway is just one of the
many exciting developments at Standard.
Every day, scientific research, pure and applied,
points the way to new or improved products.
This work holds great challenge and satisfac-
tion for young men who are interested in scien-
tific and technical careers.
STANDARD OIL COMPANY
910 SOUTH MICHIGAN AVENUE, CHICAGO 80, ILLINOIS
6
STANDARD
THE SIGN OF PROGRESS...
THROUGH RESEARCH
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(Continued from page 30)
SUPER GRAPHITE
One of the most promising high
temperature rocket materials devel-
oped to date has been revealed with
the disclosure of a series of high
dentisty super graphites being pro-
duced by National Carbon Company,
a division of Union Carbide Cor-
poration.
In a revolutionary hot-working
process, which is closer to metallur-
gical than ceramic technology, a re-
crystallized graphite is produced
with about two or three times the
high-temperature strength of con-
ventional graphites. This unique
structural material has useable
strength at temperatures as high as
5500 degrees F. Both high strength
and exceptionally low erosion rate
are facilitated by the crystal align-
ment and internal grain structure of
the recrystallized graphite. The poly-
crystalline nature of this material
retains the advantages of machin-
ability and thermal shock resistance,
while attaining strengths and den-
sities comparable to pyrolytic graph-
ite.
In tests made at various labora-
tories engaged in military work,
conditions of pressure, temperature,
velocity and chemical composition
of rocket exhaust gasses—all factors
in the erosion rate of the nozzle in-
sert—were varied. Nozzle inserts
made of this new recrystallized
graphite proved to be as good as,
or better than, other high tempera-
ture materials such as tungsten and
pyrolytic graphite.
Results to date have been so out-
standing that details of the recry-
stallizing process have been classi-
fied by the Air Force, and all prod-
uction earmarked for the military
during the immediate future. There
are reportedly no technological limi-
tation to the size in which recry-
stallized graphite can be produced.
Cylinders as large as eight inches
in diameter and ten inches long have
been produced with twelve to four-
teen inch pieces anticipated soon.
Such size is unprecedented for ma-
terial with super graphite's struc-
ture and properties.
The recrystallization process a-
chieves a more uniform and compact
graphite structure. By close control
of the process, grain orientation can
be varied to produce a range of su-
per graphite, each graphite having
its own particular set of properties
suited to a certain application. This
line of super graphite fills a gap
that other graphite materials had
left void.
COMPACT CYCLOTRON
A compact cyclotron, no larger
than an office desk, will be un-
veiled at Pomona College as part of
the college's 73rd Founder's Day
ceremonies. Built by Hughes Air-
craft Company, this small "atom
smasher" is the first cyclotron in the
nation designed and maintained
strictly for undergraduate instruc-
tional purposes.
As the backbone of the nuclear
physics instruction of Pomona, the
two million volt machine will even-
tually be available for individual
work by every physics major. De-
spite its small size, the cyclotron is
a!so applicable to major research
projects. Designed by Dr. Byron
Wright and Dr. Kenneth Mac Kenzie
both of U.C.L.A. and former stu-
dents of Ernest O. Lawrence inven-
tor of the original cyclotron; this
machine is practically foolproof from
the standpoint of safety. Not only is
this particular machine compact,
3 x 5 feet weighing seven tons; but it
is unusually simple to operate.
The Pomona College cyclotron is
able to produce either protons of two
million electron volts or deuterons
of four million electron volts at a
maximum current of 25 microamps.
Using an ocillating radio frequency
potential, positively charged par-
ticles are accelerated between two
semi-circular electrodes. A large
electro-magnet producing a field of
nine Kilogauss constrains the par-
ticles to a circular path which in-
creases in radius as the particles
gain energy.
Targets are exposed to the cyclo-
tron's proton beam by inserting
them through a one-inch vacuum
valve on the front of the vacuum
tank. Having provisions for install-
ing a deflection electrode to extract
the beam from the vacuum tank,
cxperiments with large targets can
be conducted. The Pomona instru-
ment is unique in that its electrical
and electronic circuits are controlled
by magnetic amplifiers.
Compact Cyclotron in Pamona College Lab.
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.. . a hand in things to come
Taking the pulse of a petrified river
From the Colorado plateau —once the floor of a vast inland sea —
comes the wonder metal uranium. Using sensitive instruments, Union Carbide
geologists find its faint gamma rays along the beds of ancient petrified rivers:
Every ton that is mined ultimately yields just about half an ounce
of uranium 235 . . . precious food for atomic reactors. At Oak Ridge, Tennessee
—the great atomic energy center operated by Union Carbide for the U. S.
Atomic Energy Commission—the fuel becomes the kind of energy that will
drive a submarine . . . light a city . . . or help doctors pinpoint the location
of diseased tissue.
Finding, refining, and researching the materials used in atomic
energy are all part of the work done by the people of Union Carbide to enrich
your daily life. With pioneering curiosity, they are seeking new things not
only in atomic energy, but also in the fields of carbons, chemicals, gases,
metals, and plastics.
Learn about the exciting work
now going on in atomic energy.
Send for the illustrated booklet,
"The Atom in Our Hands,"
Union Carbide Corporation,
270 Park Avenue, New York 17,
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Explorer : "We were surrounded
by savages. They uttered awful
cries and beat the ground with
t heir clubs."
Bored listener : "Golfers, prob-
ably."
Juvenile delinquent: a youngs-
ter who has been given a free hand,
but in the wrong place.
"I've been married since I saw
you last."
"So I heard. In fact, I knew your
wife before you married her."
"You're lucky — I didn't.
Employee (to tough boss) : "I've
been here for two years, doing the
work of three men for one man's
pay, and I want a raise."
Boss: "Well, I can't give it to
you. But if you'll tell me the names
of the other two men, I'll fire
them."
Traffic Cop : "Use your noodle
lady ! Use your noodle ! "
Lady driver : "My goodness !
Where is it ? I've pushed and pull-
ed everything in the car."
"Well," remarked the undertak-
er as the coffin rolled off the truck,
"We'll have to rehearse that again."
"I guess I'll cut in on this dance,"
Stolen by Joe Grumme, Bob Lovell, Max Goodwin
What they mean when they say :
See me after class—(It has slip-
ped mind).
Pop quiz— (I forgot my lecture
notes).
I will derive— (formula has slip-
ped my mind).
Closed book quiz — (memorize
everything, including the foot-
notes).
Open book quiz— (Oil your slide
rules and wind your watch).
Honor system— (alternate seats).
Briefly explain—(not less than
1000 words).
A spy was being led to his execu-
tion by a squad of soldiers on a
cold rainy morning.
"You soldiers are barbaric," the
spy grumbled, "to make me march
through this cold rain like this."
"Quit squawking," snapped one
of the soldiers, "we've got to walk
back."
Many of the girls you see at
college are at the age where their
voice is changing—from no to yes.
"How's your patient, Doctor?
"Coming along fine, thank you.
This morning he took a turn for
the nurse."
said the surgeon, as he operated on She: "I'm perfect."
the St. Vitus patient. He : "I'm practice."
Applicant: I'm Gladys Zell."
Personnel Manager: "I'm happy
myself. Have a seat."
Him : "Why is it you have so
many boyfriends ?"
Her : "I give up."
•
Then there's the one about the
mechanical engineer who started
at the bottom and stayed there.
1st Korean Vet.: "And there we
were on top of that shell torn hill,
fighting for our very lives, odds
200 to one."
2nd Korean Vet.: "Boy that must
have been rough."
1st Korean Vet.: "You said it.
That was the meanest Chinaman I
ever saw."
Little Johnny came home from
school crying. "Hey, Ma, all the
boys are picking on me. They say
I have a big head."
"You don't have a big head,
Johnny. Now run along and play."
The same thing happened the
next day and the next, and each
time Johnny's mother comforted
him. The fourth day Johnny came
home with the same story.
"For once and for all, Johnny,
you don't have a big head. Now
please go down town and get me
ten pounds of potatoes."
"O. K., Ma, give me a sack."
"Sack? What do you need a sack
for? Use your cap."
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If your sights are set on
Jet heat blast of more than 15,000 degrees Fahrenheit flares over surface
of an experimental nose cone shape in a physics laboratory of Avco






RESEARCH and development engineers
find photography one of their most
versatile tools. Camera and film can
record the readings of instruments—
can capture for study the fleeting
transient on the oscilloscope face. The
content and structure of metals can be
studied by photospectrography or
x-ray diffraction. And stresses in parts
are visualized by photographing
plastic models with transmitted polar-
ized light.
There's hardly a field on which you
can set your sights where photography
does not play a part in simplifying
work and routine. It saves time and
costs in research, on the production
line, in the engineering and sales
departments, in the office.
So in whatever you plan to do, take
full advantage of all the ways photog-
raphy can help.
CAREERS WITH KODAK :
With photography and photographic proc-
esses becoming increasingly important in
the business and industry of tomorrow,
there are new and challenging opportunities
at Kodak in research, engineering, elec-
tronics, design, sales, and production.
If you are looking for such an interesting
opportunity, write for information about
careers with Kodak. Address: Business and
Technical Personnel Department, Eastman





Q. Mr. Savage, should young engineers
join professional engineering socie-
ties?
A. By all means. Once engineers
have graduated from college
they are immediately "on the
outside looking in," so to speak,
of a new social circle to which
they must earn their right to be-
long. Joining a professional or
technical society represents a
good entree.
0. How do these societies help young
engineers?
A. The members of these societies
—mature, knowledgeable men—
have an obligation to instruct
those who follow after them.
Engineers and scientists—as pro-
fessional people—are custodians
of a specialized body or fund of
knowledge to which they have
three definite responsibilities.
The first is to generate new
knowledge and add to this total
fund. The second is to utilize
this fund of knowledge in service
to society. The third is to teach
this knowledge to others, includ-
ing young engineers.
Q. Specifically, what benefits accrue
from belonging to these groups?
A. There are many. For the young
engineer, affiliation serves the
practical purpose of exposing his
work to appraisal by other scien-
tists and engineers. Most impor-
tant, however, technical societies
enable young engineers to learn
of work crucial to their own.
These organizations are a prime
source of ideas — meeting col-
leagues and talking with them,
reading reports, attending meet-
ings and lectures. And, for the
young engineer, recognition of
his accomplishments by asso-
ciates and organizations gener-
ally heads the list of his aspira-
tions. He derives satisfaction
from knowing that he has been
identified in his field.
One of a series*
Interview with General Electric's
Charles F. Savage
Consultant Engineering Professional Relations
How Professional Societies
Help Develop Young Engineers
Q. What contribution is the young en-
gineer expected to make as an ac-
tive member of technical and pro-
fessional societies?
A. First of all, he should become
active in helping promote the
objectives of a society by prepar-
ing and presenting timely, well-
conceived technical papers. He
should also become active in
organizational administration.
This is self-development at work,
for such efforts can enhance the
personal stature and reputation
of the individual. And, I might
add that professional develop-
ment is a continuous process,
starting prior to entering col-
lege and progressing beyond
retirement. Professional aspira-
tions may change but learning
covers a person's entire life span.
And, of course, there are dues to
be paid. The amount is grad-
uated in terms of professional
stature gained and should al-
ways be considered as a personal
investment in his future.
Q. How do you go about joining pro-
fessional groups?
A. While still in school, join student
chapters of societies right on
campus. Once an engineer is out
working in industry, he should
contact local chapters of techni-
cal and professional societies, or
find out about them from fellow
engineers.
Q. Does General Electric encourage par-
ticipation in technical and profes-
sional societies?
A. It certainly does. General Elec-
tric progress is built upon cre-
ative ideas and innovations. The
Company goes to great lengths
to establish a climate and in-
centive to yield these results.
One way to get ideas is to en-
courage employees to join pro-
fessional societies. Why? Because
General Electric shares in recog-
nition accorded any of its indi-
vidual employees, as well as the
common pool of knowledge that
these engineers build up. It can't
help but profit by encouraging
such association, which sparks
and stimulates contributions.
Right now, sizeable numbers of
General Electric employees, at
all levels in the Company, belong
to engineering societies, hold re-
sponsible offices, serve on work-
ing committees and handle im-
portant assignments. Many are
recognized for their outstanding
contributions by honor and
medal awards.
These general observations em-
phasize that General Electric
does encourage participation. In
indication of the importance of
this view, the Company usually
defrays a portion of the expense
accrued by the men involved in
supporting the activities of these
various organizations. Remem-
ber, our goal is to see every man
advance to the full limit of his
capabilities. Encouraging him to
join Professional Societies is one
way to help him do so.
Mr. Savage has copies of the booklet
"Your First 5 Years" published by
the Engineers' Council for Profes-
sional Development which you may
have for the asking. Simply write to
Mr. C. F. Savage, Section 959-12,
General Electric Co., Schenectady
5, N.Y.
'LOOK FOR other interviews dis-
cussing: Salary • Why Companies
have Training Programs • How to
Get the Job You Want.
GENERAL ELECTRIC
